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CHAPTERR FIVE 

STATUESS AND STATUTES 

Whatt is a nation? Are its beginnings recent or does it hark back to a remote, hazy past, its origins 

fusedd with those of the group itself which adult males tell to themselves in myths spun around 

somee immemorial, proverbial hearth? Also, what is the status of this nation? Is it made of 

corporatee groups and orders or is its fabric woven with the exchanges among autonomous 

individualss freely associating to compose a sovereign people? And does such a nation, however 

conceived,, precede or come after the state? What, in other words, is the status of the hyphen in 

thee composite expression "nation-state," does it simply join the dual members of an indissoluble 

pairr or does it, instead, institute a gap across which their relations assume a more fraught, 

unstablee character? 

Somewhatt anachronistically, it is always possible to discern antecedents to some of the 

abovee queries already echoing throughout the colony. Thus the attempts by Creoles from the 

largerr viceroyalties to fashion a distinct identity for themselves by (improbably) claiming descent 

fromfrom Inca or Aztec rulers from the past may be seen as an anticipation of the early nineteenth 

centuryy move across the Americas to fashion national identities centered around reconfigured 

valuess of autochthony and locality (Pagden, 1990:92, 96-97). Doubtlessly these early initiatives 

aree not bereft of enduring significance as witnessed by the insistence with which, up to the 

present,, for example in Venezuela largely apocryphal indigenous caciques are cited as signifiers 

off  the nation. But beyond any conceivable continuities what is clear is that during the first 

decadess of the nineteenth century every question concerning identity and belonging was 

reformulatedd anew within largely unprecedented discursive and socio-historical contexts which, 
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critically,, transformed them; also, that the answers which, at the time, such questions received 

weree radically novel. A privileged site to which such answers were consigned were the 

constitutionall  texts giving republican shape to the new nations which during that same period 

camee into being all throughout the lands of the former Empire. 

SculptingSculpting the Nation 

Ass much as in other respects, here also the patriots from the former Captaincy General of 

Venezuelaa were at the cutting edge of a vast movement which soon would engulf nearly all of 

Spanishh America. Approved in 1811, the Venezuelan constitution was the first such text to come 

too light in this part of the world only preceded by a few years by the North American and Haitian 

constitutionss in 1789 and 1801 respectively. The fruit of intense deliberations this text as much 

ass its spirited rejection a few years later by Simon Bolivar defined the broad parameters within 

whichh issues of nation and representation, as well as the significance of these terms along with 

somee other crucial ones such as 'people' or 'citizenship' continue to be thought. Given its 

enduringg significance both as a lasting paradigm and as a set of denied possibilities it is therefore 

fittingg to examine the process whereby this foundational text came into being. Also, considering 

thee centrality of the constitutional tradition in the subsequent political life of Venezuela and its 

significancee for understanding the processes whereby the Venezuelan state became fetishized in 

thee late nineteenth century, it is crucial to retrace one's steps and briefly focus on this tradition's 

beginnings.. To be sure, there is nothing uniquely Venezuelan about Constitutionalism. As a 

tradition,, to this day Latin American Constitutionalism in somewhat different ways continues to 

playy a crucial role in most other Latin American nations. Nevertheless, I propose here that when 

consideredconsidered along other more uniquely Venezuelan historical processes the examination of 

Venezuelann constitutionalism does yield some precious insight into the kinds of issues discussed 

inn this dissertation. 

Often,, it is asserted that the first Venezuelan Constitution is a mere replica of the North 

Americann one, reproducing it with only minor and largely insignificant variations. Nevertheless a 

brieff  consideration of some of its formulations as well as of the processes whereby this text came 

intoo being will suffice to show that as much as elsewhere also here, to paraphrase Taussig's title, 
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mimesiss does not come without alterity (Taussig, 1993). Not only did its formulations answer  to 

aa uniquely Venezuelan situation but its underlying 'spirit' , if I  am allowed the somewhat mystical 

term,, was radically at odds with that animating its North American counterpart. 

What,, then, were some of the answers to the questions with which we began this chapter 

thatt  were consigned in Venezuela's foundational text? Beyond the text itself, to examine this 

issuee I will have to allude briefly to the main debates that engaged the representatives from the 

differentt  provinces in the months preceding its composition and approval. Also, given their 

bearingg on the shape that the document ultimately took, it is necessary to consider  briefly some of 

thee ideas of the founding fathers most responsible for  the drafting of the Constitution. As to the 

'spirit ''  animating the text, it is useful to begin by quoting one of its clauses so as to, from the very 

outset,, dispose of any simple-minded notion of Venezuela's Constitution as the mere replica of 

itss North American model. Chapter  eight, section one of the Federal constitution of Venezuela 

fromfrom  1811 reads as follows: 

Afterr  having been constituted in society men have renounced that limitless and licentious 

freedomfreedom to which they are effortlessly led by their  passions, which are characteristic only 

off  the savage state. The establishment of society presupposes the renunciation of those 

banefull  rights, the acquisition of other  more sweet and peaceful ones and the subjection 

too certain common rights (cited by Castro Leiva, 1991a:23). 

Whatt  immediately catches the eye in the above formulation is the extent to which, far  from 

expressingg any continuity with the past, from the start the Venezuelan constitutional text 

intimatess a radical break between itself and whatever  might have preceded it. Entering "society" 

fromfrom  the beginning entails the all or  nothing of a renunciation whereby the state of nature, ruled 

byy "licentious freedom," is left behind and a civilized state willingl y joined. With no ties to the 

pastt  in this passage "society"  tacitly figures as a self-sufficient entity, a self-contained state ruled 

byy discreet "rights "  to which one has access only by willingl y submitting to its abstract 

imperatives.. It is precisely by virtu e of such a willin g submission that men are "constituted in 

society""  as citizens. One might then, say, that, given the emphasis on lawful subjection in the text 

quotedd above "society"  is envisaged as an abstract set of norms, a constitutional text apodictically 
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establishedd once and for  all and forming and informin g by means of its abstract imperatives the 

civilizedd intercourse among "men"  now recast as citizens. 

Because,, indeed, all in the above formulation is a matter  of casting and recasting, of the 

regulatedd relations between 'text'  and 'context'  where, as in the neoclassical aesthetics prevalent at 

thee time, the latter  follows the former  as formless matter  does the sculptural designs of the artist. 

Itt  is precisely this 'aesthetic'  dimension which most sharply differentiates the Latin American, 

and,, in particular , the Venezuelan constitutions from their  model to the north. No matter  how 

muchh the 'letter'  of the first  Venezuelan constitution, much as that of other  contemporary ones 

throughoutt  Spanish America, was indeed North American, as Guerra has suggested its 'spirit '  was 

mostt  decidedly 'French'. This because, different from the American foundational charter  which 

presentedd itself as the instrument for  "perfecting the ancient freedoms," the Latin American texts 

weree from the beginning envisaged as abstract formulations which, elaborated by reason, were 

thee formative source from which the very reality of the new nations was to be generated ex 

nihilionihilio  (Guerra, 1992:48-49). 

Inn other  words, even if performatively things were surely otherwise at least referentially 

inn the North American instance text was meant to follow context, the constitution the already 

constitutedd nation that it merely reflected. Not so in Venezuela. As its constitution made explicit, 

thingss there went the other  way around. That is, from text to context, the nation following the 

constitutionall  text that, hence, may be said to have both prefigured and effectively brought the 

formerr  into being. To use Luis Castro Leiva's formulation proposed for  a related but nevertheless 

differentt  set of issues such a formative, indeed sculptural impulse of the constitution from the 

beginningg posed in a singularly sharp way the "architectonic dilemma (..) of our  republican 

aspirations""  (1987:23). As I will show, such a "dilemma"  set Venezuelan liberalism in a course 

thatt  was sharply at odds with that followed by its North American cousin. 

Howw to account for  this 'sculptural'  bent of Venezuela's foundational text and what are its 

implicationss for  the kind of phenomena that I investigate here? In order  to suggest some tentative 

answerss to these questions I take a quick detour  through the debates that preceded the drafting of 

thee constitution as well as through some of the notions informin g this text. I will also need to 

recalll  some of the arguments in the previous chapter  concerning the role of the republican 'rabble' 
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inn the squares and streets of Caracas during the months and days preceding and surrounding both 

thee declaration of Independence and the approval of the nation's first constitution. Only then will 

somee of the 'secret'  encoded in this constitution's very form as well as in its will to give form to 

thee nation wil l be revealed. 

AA cursory glance at the main issues debated by the Venezuelan representatives in the 

monthss preceding the drafting and approval of the Constitution yields some rough idea of the 

relationss which this text was called to entertain with the nation whose Independence was 

declaredd on July 5,1811, just a few months earlier. Something that immediately leaps to one's 

attentionn about these debates is the extent to which they omitted reference to some of the most 

salientt  contemporary social realities. There is no reason to believe that, overnight, and just by 

virtu ee of the performative magic of the new republican vocabularies, the corporate orders and 

statess of which the social fabric of the Venezuelan provinces was largely made would have 

suddenlyy gone out of existence. Indeed, far  from that being the case, much of what went on in 

Venezuelaa after  Independence strongly suggests otherwise. That is, that no matter  how 

transformedd by theirr  inclusion in the novel social syntax which, as I argued towards the end of 

thee previous chapter, came about in the Venezuelan provinces in the wake of the King's 

disappearance,, nevertheless, under  one guise or  another  such entities continued exerting a 

shapingg influence in the configuration of post-colonial processes, events and identities. 

Onee can safely assume that at the time of the debates at least the majorit y of the 

Venezuelann representatives were inserted in one or  more of the existing corporate orders. It is, 

therefore,, strikin g the extent to which both during their  debates, and, later, in the very text of the 

Constitutionn these representatives omitted any reference to these groupings' actual existence, 

rightss or  identities. Indeed, the only corporate colonial reality that somehow did find its way, 

first ,, into the debates, and, afterwards, into the very text of the Constitution were the 

constellationss formed by the 'ciudades principales' and their  satellite towns and hinterlands which 

ass I, following Guerra, proposed earlier  were the basic political units of the colonial order  across 

thee Americas. This inclusion is, of course, greatly significant since it largely accounts for  issues 

ass crucial as the federal form of the first  Venezuelan Constitution and for  the semiotic instability 

whichh as pivotal a term as 'the people' assumed in this foundational text. 
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Butt before addressing these issues I wish to consider why large chunks of the new 

nation'ss social reality were so deliberately omitted from its constitution. Here, once again, 

Franxois-Xavierr Guerra has provided for the whole of Latin America what in my view amounts 

too the most elaborate set of arguments concerning this omission. By stating my disagreement 

withh aspects of his interpretation I expect in what follows to delineate my own interpretative 

alternative.. Although Guerra develops his arguments in reference to the Cadiz Constitution in 

Spain,, he explicitly indicates that in different degrees they are applicable to other contemporary 

eventss in the whole of Hispanic America. 

Consistentt with his view of the Hispanic revolution as a unified historical process 

spanningg both Spain and the Americas, Guerra regards the fist constitutional texts approved in 

bothh sides of the Atlantic as resulting from the mutual jostling between the 'modern and 

'traditional'' forces which stepped in to fill  the vacuum left by the abdication of the Spanish King 

inn Bayonne. Thus while in Spain some of these forces reacted to this vacuum by proposing a 

returnn to the Spanish parliaments or Cortes which, until their dissolution by the absolutist 

monarchy,, presumably would have sessioned in the spirit of a medieval 'pactism', others would 

havee assumed from the start a more decidedly 'modern' agenda. It is these forces that eventually 

gainedd the upper hand over their 'traditional' allies and this would explain why the constitutional 

textss were imbued with their characteristic 'modern' flavor as the sites where notions of 

'citizenship'' or of 'people's sovereignty' were enshrined. With momentous consequences that 

reachh until the very present, as a result of this outcome a permanent gap would have been 

institutedd across both Spain and Latin America between the thoroughly 'modern' constitutional 

textss of the new nations and their thoroughly 'traditional' societies (Guerra, 1992:30-32, 319-

338). . 

Beforee addressing the possible shortcomings of this argument I must consider briefly 

why,, according to Guerra, the modern 'references' ultimately prevailed over their 'traditional' 

alternatives.. For Guerra it was all a matter of the interactions between two closely related issues. 

Onn the one hand, the "intellectual mutation" which sections of the elite underwent as a result of 

theirr insertion in new forms of sociality such as the cafes, newspapers or salons which flourished 

alreadyy in the context of the absolutist regime and where novel rules of argument and 
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deliberationn developed emphasizing the individual' s capacity for  autonomous judgment. On the 

otherr  that, given their  weak representative character, any attempt on the part of the traditional 

elitess to, in the spirit of a revived 'pactism', resurrect so called representative institutions from the 

pastt  unavoidably amounted to a retrospective invention. 

Underr  such circumstances, the 'modern' elites had a clear  edge over  the 'traditional' . 

Rootedd as they were in a thrivin g sociality and armed with a well honed out set of images and 

argumentss which, moreover, came certified by the most momentous social and intellectual event 

off  the time, namely, the French revolution, they had clear  advantages over  the more nebulous 

propositionss of their  counterparts. Under  the highly uncertain circumstances of the time, which 

thee French intervention had generated, any well-delineated proposal would inevitably curry 

popularr  support over  less well-formulated alternatives. It is not surprising, then, that the 'modern' 

sectorss would have won the day and, as a result, imbued the first  constitutions with their  own 

values,, visions and preconceptions. As pivotal a notion as that of the 'sovereign people', 

understoodd as a horizontal brotherhood among autonomous individuals, thereby came to inflect 

andd inform every major  clause and proposition in the novel foundational texts. Since, however, 

regardlesss of these texts' 'modernity'  the societies to which they were meant to apply continued 

beingg largely traditional an unbridgeable gap, with momentous consequences for  the future, 

openedd up between the two (ibid:51-53; 1998:59)15 

Alreadyy at this point some of the main shortcomings alluded to above become salient. 

Fromm the start Guerra sets up an unlikely contest between a 'modern' elite forever  bent on 

reshapingg existing identities and institutions and a 'traditional *  society equally bent on resisting 

anyy such intromissions. Such a view exhibits a distinguished pedigree going back to the efforts 

byy nineteenth century Latin American writer s and historians to cast their  own societies in the 

mouldd of an a-temporal conflict forever  pittin g the forces of 'civilization ' against those of 

'barbarism' .. As much as these earlier  interpretations, however, Guerra's ends up by spousing a set 

15.. Due to the absence of any institutions representing the population of these territories in the Spanish Cortes, in the 
casee of the Indies the competitive advantage of the 'modern' elites would have been even greater that in Spain. In other 
words,, according to Guerra, in the Indies this absence made it even harder than in Spain to make the case for a return to 
anyy representative institutions from the past 
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off  largely undemonstrable propositions which dissolve in contact with any conceivable empirical 

reality. . 

Who,, for instance, are these "modern" elites whose interests and identities would be given 

oncee and for all not only persisting over timee in largely hostile milieux but, moreover, at least in 

somee respects prevailing over the forces of tradition to the point of being represented in the main 

institutionss of government? And, given the 'traditional' make-up of the societies, including that of 

vastt sectors among the elites, is not one to assume that the so-called 'modern' elites were 

themselvess at least contradictorily inflected by traditional interests and positionalities? Because 

whatt kind of overwhelmingly traditional 'society' would that be which consistently tolerated 

beingg ruled from the state by sectors inimical to the make-up and designs of its own fundamental 

sectorss and institutions? As happens with every empirical argument, no matter how partially 

seductivee or correct, which takes-off from empirical reality in the direction of ever more 

ambitiouss deductive generalizations, the view of Spanish modernity as an unfinished contest 

betweenn 'enlightened' elites and 'barbarous', 'unenlightened' societies dissolves every time it is 

broughtt near to any plausible or actual happenings. 

ModernityModernity from Below 

Inn the end it all comes down to the realization that the societies within which Guerra's 

'modern'' elites lived, thought, acted and, least one forgets, were also acted upon were not nearly 

ass traditional as he makes them out to be. Just to mention one of modernity's constitutive 

experiences,, as I have already suggested at the root of these societies' Independent existence is 

thee generalized sense of a fundamental rootlessness. In pinning everything down to their assigned 

corporatee niches the King's presence had invested every single one of these societies' components 

withh an inherent necessity, the sense of belonging to an ordered universe ruled by natural law and 

wheree the legality of every being was maintained and guaranteed by the judicious rulings of the 

monarch.. Its absence, on the other hand, the removal of the King as the one single element that 

keptt all others in place by assigning each and all to their places threw everything radically out-of-

joint.. From then on, a radical rootlessness came to afflict the 'high' as much as it did the 'low'. It 

wass such a generalized out-of-jointness which now came to define the shared existential 
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predicamentt  within which everyone had to find its way, from the more privileged sectors of 

societyy to the dispossessed now turned into a post-colonial crowd by the monarch's awesome 

disappearance. . 

Unhingedd by the absence of the monarch from any ascriptive belonging to any established 

identities,, now revealed as contingent, as mentioned before such populations found themselves 

wanderingg the uncertain territorie s of the post-colony much as characters in search of an author. 

Besidess releasing the "logi c of equivalence"  whereby newly found commonalities could be found 

andd experienced among hitherto largely differentiated sectors, at every level of the refashioned 

sociall  landscapes of both Spain and the Americas such wandering was from the beginning 

traversedd and inflected by the tense interplay between the 'old' and the 'new'. Itself one of the 

constitutivee tropes of modernity, all the way down to the bottom of the social ladder  such an 

interplayy inevitably colored any social configuration within which anyone may find herself with 

ann intense precariousness. From certain standpoints some things—specific beliefs, habituses or 

behaviors,, for  example—could, of course, still be said to be 'new', more recent innovations while 

otherss characterized as 'old' , relics from a distant past. From another, more fundamental one, 

however,, every thing whatsoever  was, so to speak, now placed under  erasure, as itself always 

alreadyy tinged by an incurable pastness. It is this experience of a generalized groundlessness and 

precariousness,, of the floor yielding beneath one's feet that, in and of itself, is unmistakeably 

'modern'. . 

Underr  such circumstances what sort of sense does it make to say, as Guerra, does, that in 

spitee of the rulin g rhetorics and the Constitutions' liberalism with independence and after  the 

commonn people continued to be enclosed within one or  another  all-inclusive corporate group? 

Therefore,, that beneath the official rhetorics all the major  historical happenings continued to be 

shapedd by social logics inherited from the colonial past? At the most, I believe, some sort of 

empiricall  sense. Because, indeed, one cannot begin to account for  phenomena such as, for 

example,, the prevailing voting behaviors across Latin America, including Venezuela, during the 

nineteenthh century unless one assumes the existence in the main cities and towns of the region of 

votingg blocs operating as factions or  clans structured along family lines. Commanding a 

followingg held together  by a dense network of patron-client relations suffused by intense personal 
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loyalties,, recently such factions or electoral blocs are beginning to draw the attention of scholars 

inn different Latin American nations (Bernaldo, 1999:142-161; Guerra, 1999:48-60; Sébato, 

1995:113-125,, 138-142; Sanchez Gomez, 1999:435-440). Needless to say, what is true of the 

rankk and fil e in these groupings also applies to those at the top. Namely, that neither may be said 

too have exclusively operated according to a 'modern' logic if by that one simply has in mind the 

calculatingg behavior of the isolated, autonomous individual exercising his rights and 

prerogatives—includingg that of voting—and associating with others in terms of a narrow calculus 

off  exclusively private interests and concerns. 

Yett if, as I have suggested, by modern we understand something more like a fundamental 

rootlessness,, the acute sense of the contingency of all identities and affiliations then it is less 

certainn that one could unproblematically label the just mentioned groups as 'traditional'. There is, 

indeed,, considerable evidence for the nineteenth century regarding the inclusion of individuals in 

somehoww corporately structured networks and groupings all throughout Latin America. Yet, at 

leastt for Venezuela, the empirical evidence collected by historians also suggests the remarkable 

easee with which those very same individuals were able to quit such groupings switching jobs, 

affiliationss and places of residence according to mere need or calculation16. Much of this period's 

evidencee for example suggests the intense mobility with which the majority of the labor force in 

Venezuela'ss countryside was afflicted. Often recurring in the nineteenth century records, a 

commonlyy voiced complaint among medium-sized and the larger landowners was the facility 

withh which peons switched patrons or simply quit working in the larger haciendas in order to 

pursuee subsistence agriculture or a life of sheer wandering. 

Unlesss one believes that philosophers dwell in worlds radically distinct from everyone 

else,, one might say of the Venezuelan postcolonial masses something like what Nancy says of 

Hegell  writing in Jena at about the time that Independence was bringing Spanish domination in 

thee New World to an end. Namely that, as the "inaugural thinker of the modern world," he 

inhabitedd a reality where 

16.. Needless to say, "mere need or calculation" are not self-evident attributes but are themselves recognizable as such 
withinn a much more encompassing social and existential predicament which I here gloss under the term 'modernity' and 
concerningg which I will have more to say shortly. 
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sensee no longer  offers itself in the religious bond of a community, and knowledge is no 

longerr  organized into a meaningful totality . But community gives way to society-which 

fromfrom  now on, knows itself as separated from itself-and knowledge is the knowledge of 

objectss and procedures, none of which is an end in itself. This world perceives itself as 

thee gray world of interests, oppositions, particularities, and instrumentalities. It therefore 

perceivess itself as a world of separation and of pain... It is, in every respect, the world of 

exteriorit yy from which life withdraws, giving way to an endless displacement from one 

termterm to the next that can neither  be sustained nor  gathered in an identity of meaning. 

Neverr  again can this displacement regain the movement of a transcendence that would 

raisee it toward a supreme signification (Nancy, 2002:3 ~ my emphasis). 

Underr  such circumstances what sense doess it make to say, on the "subject's"  side, that 

duringg the nineteenth century the common people in Venezuela and Latin America were 

imprisonedd within one or  another  corporate grouping? Hard to come up with any straightforward 

answerr  considering that, often without notice, the members of such putatively corporate 

groupingss were keen on turning away from them choosing, instead, other  more attractive or 

convenientt  alternatives. And, just as important, on the "object's"  side, what status should one 

assignn to groupings that were so instrumentally formed and so opportunistically let go? 

Groupings,, in other  words, the 'objectivity '  of which arose in reference to the actor's newly found 

'subjectivity' ,, i. e., to the emergence of the modern subject as 

whatt  (or  the one who) dissolves all substance-every instance already given, supposed first 

orr  last, founding or  final, capable of coming to rest in itself and taking individual 

enjoymentt  in its mastery and property (ibid:5). 

Onee can foresee such a modern subject emerging not just from the external record of its actions 

butt  also from the scattered evidence of rebellions and other  instances where the thought of the 

lower-classess occasionally breaks through the crust of silence imposed by the elites. Such rare 

occasionss indeed bear  testimony of the extent to which not just the elite but also the Venezuelan 
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crowdss were seized by the time's new revolutionary spirit. 

Iff  the above is the case in which ways if any can those groupings be assimilated to the 

corporatee groups and orders of the colony thereby assuming the 'longue duree' as the relevant 

temporall  framework for understanding post-colonial historical processes, values, behaviors and 

institutions?? In other words, if some sort of 'longue duree' is still at stake, what sort of status 

shouldd one attribute to it given how pervasive the evidence is of glaring discontinuities and of the 

insistencee at the time of a Hegelian subject unshackled from any ascriptive belongings and 

loosenedd upon the world as an "act" whose 

doingg is the experience of the negativity of substance, as the concrete experience and 

consciousnesss of the modern history of the world (ibid)? 

Presentlyy I do not have any clear cut answers to these questions. For now I can only call 

attentionn to the predicament shared on the eve of modernity by both philosophers and the 

commonn people within a sensuous world no longer solidly grounded in a transcendence that 

"distancedd itself in the void of abstraction" (ibid). What sort of existence can either of these-i.e., 

thee philosopher or the masses-lead under such radically changed circumstances? One, I am 

afraid,, not only from "hand to mouth" but also subject to "an endless displacement from one term 

too the next". As such a horizontal sliding was traded for the depths of a meaning gathering onto 

itself,, regardless of how oppressive their "objective" circumstances might have been at least in 

somee respects people may be said to have been always taking-off. Because such an "objectivity" 

iss already the index of a reality hollowed out from any lawfully prescribed meanings and 

deliveredd to an externality where any proclaimed necessity easily dissolves into contingency. 

Vis-a-viss such "objective" circumstances individuals are, so to speak, always already 

positionedd at a slant. It is true that in some respects they may indeed be said to be held by bonds 

off  need, loyalty, belief even, to one or another "objective" arrangement. In other, crucial ones, 

however,, with the withdrawal of transcendence that, in Spanish America, had in the 

disappearancee of the King a most momentous marker these very same individuals became 

radicallyy exposed to a lateral flight across a flattened-out externality. To once again use a 

fundamentall  category from Nancy, individuals became irrepressibly caught in a "being-with" 
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eachh other  constantly on the brink of bypassing any provisional arrangements to inaugurate novel 

constellationss out of the simultaneity and sheer  metonymie sliding among "singular  plural" 

elements. . 

Inn and of itself, such irrepressible sliding is where the experience (and the reality) of the 

modernn crowds comes about. From a certain standpoint, itself tributar y to both the French and 

thee American revolutions, one may designate such horizontal sliding as a movement that is 

"freedom""  and is also "equality" . I will return to both of these crucial sentimental values of 

modernityy but, for  the time being, I must interrup t their  discussion with an image of the 

Venezuelann postcolonial crowd as the "being with"  of individuals who, if in some respects were 

indeedd caught in the grip of one or  another  'objectivity' , in other  crucial ones were always already 

beckonedd by a powerful, horizontal sliding across "terms"  that dragged them into the oceanic, 

irrepressiblyy multitudinou s life of the crowds. A possibility, I might add, that never  could have 

beenn too far  away from everyone's awareness, including the common people and the elites. Kept, 

soo to speak, 'in the back of one's mind' while, out of an unstable mixtur e of sheer  necessity and 

fantasmaticc attachments, one acquiesced to the crude realities of domination and exploitation 

whilee somehow maintaining one's cool distance vis-a-vis them, the possibility of actually 'taking-

offf  could just as easily erupt into full awareness when the circumstances came auspiciously or 

inauspiciouslyy together. 

ConstitutionalConstitutional Texts and Con-Texts 

Too return now to the vexed issue of sharp breaks vs. long term historical continuities, as 

mentionedd I have not yet made up my mind regarding either  their  precise articulation or  which 

hass contributed more to the configuration of historical events, processes and institutions since 

Independence.. Nevertheless, just to keep present the possibility that any possible longue duree 

wass itself overdetermined and inflected by the sharp discontinuities inaugurated with 

Independence,, and which the term 'modernity'  conveniently glosses, at least has the virtu e of 

promptingg a fresh new glance at the new nation's foundational texts. 

AA common topos in nineteenth century Latin American historiography, to this day 

recurrin gg in the relevant literature, is the extent to which this period's constitutions were divorced 
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fromfrom any of the realities of the region. Ever since Simon Bolivar discredited with his accusations 

thee first Venezuelan republican experiment, regarding which I will have more to say, these texts 

veryy formality along with the extreme liberalism of its main clauses and propositions have been 

takenn as evidence of the gap separating them from the societies to which they were meant to 

apply.. If any contemporary relevance is at all granted to these texts, it mostly has to do with their 

statuss as the sanctioned regional means of legitimizing identities, forms of behavior or initiatives 

that,, nevertheless, issue from realities and answer to logics far removed from the texts' 

proclaimedd liberalism (Perez Perdomo, 1990:9-11). Beyond this occasional acknowledgement of 

aa limited contemporary relevance, the topos of a divorce between constitutional texts and 

postcoloniall  contexts has gone largely undisturbed in the literature. 

Yet,, as intimated before, such views can only be held on two, closely related conditions. 

First,, that one assigns to the relevant nineteenth century social groupings the status of corporate 

orderss akin to those prevalent in the colony. I have already voiced some reservations concerning 

thisthis attribution, and, shortly, I will add other, perhaps more fundamental objections. Second, that 

onee entirely bypasses the considerable anxiety with which the emergent elites regarded the social 

situationn which the transition towards Independence had so disturbingly opened. Often voiced in 

philosophicall  tracts, personal letters and in other contemporary documents housed in the 

republicann archives, far from expressing satisfaction with the orderly state of their societies the 

anxietyy which colors such writings speak of a social situation dizzyingly spinning out-of-joint as 

aa result of largely unprecedented occurrences. In particular, such an anxiety was triggered by the 

crowdingg of public spaces by transitional and postcolonial crowds, freely circulating out of any 

conceivablee niches and threatening to overwhelm by virtue of sheer numbers any possible 

rampartss that the elites erected to contain them. 

Too assess just how far removed the above concerns and anxieties were from the pieties of 

present-dayy historians, so often bent on donning societal straitjackets on postcolonial masses only 

tooo happy to let go of them, enough to delve briefly into the meaning of the "anarchic" freedom 

andd equality which, according to nineteenth century elite testimonies from all over Latin 

America,, was the masses' most dangerous attribute. In order to suggest how was this freedom 

perceivedd by the emergent political elites and the kinds of impact this perception had in the very 
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shapingg of the sphere of political representation I will mostly focus on two kinds of evidence. 

First,, I will take a look in this section at the main congressional debates that preceded the 

approvall  of Venezuela's first  Constitution. In the following section, in turn, I will go on to 

considerr  briefly the writing s of the two founding fathers whose ideas had the largest impact in the 

draftin gg of this Constitution. 

Al ll  along my aim will be to shake the received historiographical wisdom by suggesting 

how,, far  from expressing any divorce from the social realities of the time, the very abstractness 

andd formalit y of Venezuela's foundational text was the peculiar, yet historically sensible and 

sensitivee way this text had of expressing and performatively enacting a tight relation with its 

surroundingg social context. Indeed, one of the central arguments in what follows is that this 

constitution'ss very abstractness and formalit y was the means that its elite drafters used in order  to 

addresss and try to contain the threatening reality of postcolonial crowds bent on forcing their 

entrancee into the republican polity. And, in order  to do this, the constitutional texts had to exhibit 

thee very kind of universalism that, in some respects at least, was already constitutive of the 

Venezuelann postcolonial crowds. 

Inn this regard, even if in some ways one may still agree with the doxa that the Latin 

Americann foundational texts were undone by their  lack of fit  with their  contexts, such a 

discrepancyy did not come about for  the usually given reasons. Namely, on account of these texts' 

universalisticc pretensions which, due to their  abstractness and formality , would have failed to do 

justicee to the particularisms and intricacies of the social contexts to which they were addressed. 

Whil ee this kind of argument thrives on the distinction between the 'modernity'  of the texts and 

thee 'traditionalism ' of their  surrounding 'contexts', I here argue the very opposite. That is, that at 

leastt  in some crucial respects the 'contexts' were thoroughly 'modern' as, for  example, witnessed 

byy the crowds' universalistic disposition. If, then, in some respects the 'texts' did fail to 

adequatelyy address their  'contexts' this was not because of their  'modernity' , but, rather, because 

theyy were not modern enough. They, in other  words, were still too laden with the expression of 

sectionall  interests for  them to be able to adequately address and reflect the postcolonial masses in 

theirr  very being as a realm of abstract exchangeability among 'equal', autonomous individuals. 

Not,, then, the index of any cool detachment, to whoever  listens carefully the constitutions' very 
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formalit yy speaks loudly about these 'texts' attunement to their  surrounding 'contexts'. Belied by 

somee of their  other  features where the marks of particularism were, to say the least, glaring, such 

ann abstractness and formalit y was that one aspect of these texts' that most clearly registered that 

whichh was unequivocally 'modern' about the new nation's postcolonial predicament. As such, it 

wass this very formalit y that bore the mark of the threatening, suffocating, indeed, all too 

promiscuouss proximit y that unequivocally signaled these new nations' troubled modernity. 

What,, then, were some of the main issues debated among the Venezuelan representatives 

betweenn March 1811 and Apri l 1812, i. e., from the time in which Congress was first convened 

too the moment when the independent nation's first constitution was finally approved? Veronique 

Hebrardd has written on this and other  related topics an exceptionally illuminatin g essay, even if 

herr  biases and predilections steer  her  away from conclusions that her  own findings and 

argumentss often seem to require. Intrigued by the extent to which "society"  and "publi c opinion" 

weree allowed at the time any influence in the sphere of political representation, her  essay 

approachess the debates from the perspective of the relations between "commissioned"  and 

"commissioning""  powers (1998:196). After  a careful even if somewhat empirically non-

discriminatingg consideration of the main disputed issues, the author  concludes with the 

impositionn of "a logic of absolute representation"  as these debates' final outcome. In other  words, 

accordingg to Hebrard, the debates ended with the complete exclusion of "society"  from the "fiel d 

off  representation"  which, as a result, was assumed in an "absolute"  fashion by the 

representatives.. The imposition of "absolute representation"  as the deputies' self-understanding of 

thee sphere of their  own delegated power  meant that from then on 

thee entire nation would express itself through the voice of the deputies as a result of 

whichh public opinion would be assimilated to representation (ibid). 

Howw did such a forbiddingl y exclusionary outcome come about? On this point the 

author'ss arguments do not carry much conviction. Even if occasionally she comes tantalizingly 

closee to intimatin g the relevance of contemporary realities for  understanding such a denouement, 

forr  the most part Hebrard resolves the issue in favor  of the longue dureee. More or  less explicitly, 

accordingg to her  it was all a matter  of the "unanimist"  culture of absolutism somewhat asserting 
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itselff  on the minds, decisions and deliberations of the representatives. In this argument the 

absolutistt  "dream"  of the nation as a homogeneous body expressing itself through the thoughts 

andd deeds of the monarch somehow won the day, displacing other  alternative understandings of 

thee relations between the represented and its representatives. As a result, any recognition of 

society'ss heterogeneous corporate bodies and clashing sectional interests was excluded from the 

spheree of representation that, thereby, was sealed-off from society. Constituted as an autonomous 

domain,, this sphere would from then on unanimously express the whole of 'society' by means of 

thee deliberation and compromises reached among a tight circle of chosen representatives. 

Yet,, surely, unless one wishes to endorse a view of traditio n as inert force blindly 

imposingg itself on the present, some account must be given of the reasons why under  such and 

suchh circumstances one particular  understanding prevailed over  other  contemporary ones which, 

moreover,, were readily available. This is particularl y crucial if one considers that, far  from 

wearingg absolutist blinders, a seizable proportion of the Venezuelan representatives had a far 

fromfrom  unanimist understanding of how the sphere of representation should relate to society. In 

orderr  to understand how the "unanimist"  position prevailed I, therefore, must briefly review in 

lightt  of other  contemporary developments what Hebrard has to say concerning the main issues in 

dispute. . 

Onn the basis of Hebrard's essay one may reduce the disagreements among the Venezuelan 

representativess to two main, highly contested issues. The first  had to do with the appropriate loci 

off  public opinion, the definition of which intensely divided the representatives according to their 

respectivee geographical provenances. Thus, the deputies from the city of Caracas held fast to the 

vieww that this city was itself the quintessential locus of public opinion. Other  representatives, on 

thee other  hand, argued that the capitals of the other  provinces of which they themselves were the 

representativess should share that privilege with Caracas. Still others claimed that public opinion 

didd not happen just in the main provincial capitals but was also to be found in all the urban 

centerss across the entire Captaincy General. Beyond these differences, however, all the 

representativesrepresentatives were of one mind concerning the "impossibilit y of the existence of public opinion 

inn the rural spaces". Voiced in the session of July 2,1811, the views of Jose de Sata y Busy were 

inn this regard paradigmatic of those held by the great majorit y of the representatives: 
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inn issues of government, public opinion resides only in the large cities and not in the 

villagess nor  in the huts... (ibid:203). 

Thee above debate was, in turn, subsumed by a second, more encompassing one which since the 

openingg of Congress pitted against each other  two rival opinions concerning the status of the 

socio-politicall  entity which Congress represented. While for  some deputies such entity was made 

off  "many constituted states"  others understood the role of Congress as giving voice to "a unique 

space,, and, possibly a nation"  (ibid:203). Although Hebrard does not put it this way, at stake in 

thiss larger  debate was nothing less than the very definition of the emergent political unit. Would 

itt  amount to some sort of confederate state or  would the structure of the emergent polity instead 

correspondd to a weakened form of federalism overseen by a centralized administration assuming 

mostt  of the crucial functions of government? These, in other  words, seem to have been the 

ultimatee stakes underlying the various debates during the months immediately preceding the 

draftin gg and approval of the nation's first constitution. 

Al ll  throughout her  discussion Hebrard reasons as if the imposition of the unanimist view 

off  political representation for  which the nation was a homogeneous body "absolutely" 

representedd by Congress was a foregone conclusion. One means that her  writin g uses to achieve 

thee impression of an inescapable teleology is through an accumulation of sentences all starting 

withh thir d person singular  or  plural pronouns. Strung after  each other, expressions such as "a 

deputyy proposes,"  "i t is rejected,"  "the partisans of general representation invoque,"  and so on, 

lendd to the proceedings an air  of inevitability . As a result, the highly differentiated setting where, 

judgingg from the author's own evidence, these proceedings took place is effectively occluded. 

Obfuscatedd by the string of objective pronouns issues as crucial as the identities of those 

responsiblee for  the unanimist position, their  respective sites of enunciation, the interests and 

preconceptionss informin g their  views, the kinds of constraints under  which they acted, and, last 

butt  not least, the identities, interests and provenances of those opposing their  views all but 

disappearr  from the author's attention. This said Hebrard does, however, make clear  that the 

majorit yy of the deputies in the first  place considered themselves to be representatives of 
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onee "pueblo" . They, therefore favored that these urban populations were consulted before 

everyy one of the decisions that were not foreseeable at the time of their  election. They 

alsoo favored respecting the mandate of their  constituencies (ibid:205). 

Inn sum, according to the "majority "  position 

inn no case should general representation damage the particularitie s of the pueblos, 

postulatingg that there are as many opinions as there are sovereign spaces (ibid:205). 

Itt  appears, after  all, that the "unanimist"  position was not nearly as unanimous as Hebrard wishes 

herselff  and us to believe since no less than a "majority "  of the representatives were bent on 

havingg the interests, desires and designs of their  constituencies loudly heard in parliament. In 

lightt  of this evidence one would have to assume that, far  from a foregone conclusion, the 

adoptionn by the congressmen of an "absolute logic of representation"  was the final outcome of a 

processs that, as such, needs to be clarified. That is, beyond some broad generalities about the 

strengthh of absolutist culture among the representatives that turned out to be not that strong or 

generallyy held after  all, such evidence asks that some account is given of the reasons why the 

viewss of the "minority "  prevailed over  those of the "majority" . 

Suchh an account seems especially needed considering that the "majority "  position for 

whichh the sovereignty of the different "pueblos"  was paramount itself corresponded quite closely 

too the corporate structure of the ancien régime. As was argued before, this structure in many 

wayss amounted to the socio-cultural order  of the colony and there is no reason to believe that, no 

matterr  how modified by the social syntax emergent at the time, at least in some crucial respects it 

wass not very much in place at the time of the transition towards Independence. One, therefore, 

shouldd ask oneself why, against all sensible expectations, the differentiated corporate order  of the 

differentt  provinces was excluded first  from the congressional debates, and, later, from the very 

textt  of the constitution. This question acquires added poignancy considering how adamant the 

memberss of the "majority "  were on having the claims and rights of their  constituencies heard and 

adequatelyy addressed in parliament. Given all of this should one not be, then, puzzled by the 

extentt  to which the very texture of contemporary sociality was so thoroughly left out from the 
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spheree of political representation? Is such an exclusion not something which needs to be 

explainedd rather  than glossed over  with some unsupported generality about the presumed strength 

off  absolutist culture? 

Beforee attempting any such explanation it is, however, important to dispel any possible 

doubtss as to the insistence with which the "majority "  defended the "sovereign spaces"  which they 

represented.. For  this purpose, I need to specify some of the issues around which such defense 

crystallizedd as well as what was actually at stake in those issues. As to the spirited character  of 

thee defense, one need not be overly surprised. Indeed, the strongest argument against regarding 

Venezuela'ss first Constitution as a mindless replica of its North-American model is, precisely, 

thatt  watered down as it was by the pressures from the "minority "  the federal form of this text 

itselff  crystallized the policentric social reality which the congressmen both represented and 

adamantlyy endorsed. In other  words, even in its diluted form the first constitution's 'federalism' 

wass the ideal vehicle for  expressing a social reality articulated through a congeries of juxtaposed 

andd largely autonomous provinces that, as argued before, were the basic socio-political units of 

thee colonial order. 

Composedd of a main capital and a constellation of subordinate towns together  with their 

hinterlands,, these colonial 'provinces' were the very "sovereign spaces"  which the "majority "  of 

thee deputies so jealously defended against the claims of "general"  representation. Far  from 

expressingg any 'absolutist'  logic, their  views were instead quite close to the 'pactism' that was 

introducedd earlier  as the imaginary horizon within which the relations between the American 

subjectss and the Spanish monarch were represented and enacted. Hebrard does allude to this 

underlyingg 'pactism' labelling it a "logi c of the communities"  which, very much in passing, she 

contrastss to the minority' s "logi c of absolute representation"  as the two competing understandings 

off  the nature of political representation prevalent among the Venezuelan representatives. 

Characteristicallyy enough, though, she acknowledges the above tension without in any 

wayy feeling compelled to explain how it was, precisely, that it was finally resolved through the 

adoptionn of "absolute representation"  by Congress. Again, everything happens as if all the 

evidencee concerning dissension or  the actual numerical differences among those favoring one or 

thee other  of the competing views were somehow irrelevant to her  argument. As if, in other  words, 
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alll  this evidence issued from a more superficial layer  beneath which, much like minerva's owl, 

thee logic of "absolute representation"  imposed itself with blind necessity behind almost 

everyones''  backs. Which is like saying that, regardless of what the existing desires or  designs 

mightt  have been, the realization of a homogeneous and centralized nation-state was what was in 

thee cards. In other  words, nothing less than the geist of the times seems to be the 

unacknowledgedd specter  that haunts the author's argument. Even at the risk of caricaturing 

Hebrard'ss position unduly, her  decision to disregard evidence that she herself raises and that is 

obviouslyy relevant to her  topic only makes sense by assuming that, as much as in other 

contemporaryy historiography, the centralized state figures as both an irresistible telos and an 

organizingg trope in her  writing . 

Withh that possibility in mind, I must now return to the floor  of the first  Venezuelan 

Congresss and focus on some of the issues around which the defense of the "majority " 

crystallized.. What were some of these issues? One was the need expressed by the majorit y of 

consultingg the different "pueblos"  or  towns that had elected them before supporting any 

declarationn of Independence. The argument here was that since at the time of their  election the 

issuee of Independence was not at all on the table, they could hardly lend support with their  votes 

too something for  which they had not been explicitly elected by their  constituencies. In case there 

aree any doubts regarding the extent to which the specific claims and rights of the respective 

constituenciess were upheld against any more universal claims, the general argument here was the 

onee mentioned before concerning the need to protect the "sovereign space"  of the towns as sites 

off  a differentiated public opinion against any of the possible injurie s originating with "general 

representation""  (ibid:205-206). Another  issue around which the majority' s defense cristallized 

wass the need of subdividing the province of Caracas among several of its constituent towns and 

hinterlands.. Itself the largest and economically and politically most powerful of all the 

Venezuelann provinces, 

thee extension and political preponderance of this province was perceived as dangerous by 

alll  the other  (Poudenx and Mayer, 1963:39). 

Althoughh this position was eventually defeated, the ardor  with which it was not only raised but 
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adamantlyy endorsed is itself quite revealing of the differentiated understanding of the nature of 

politicall  representation among many of the Venezuelan representatives. 

Thee two just mentioned issues should leave no doubts as to the existence among a  a 

majorityy of the Venezuelan representatives of a view of political representation far removed from 

thee unanimist understanding that eventually prevailed. Enough to consider briefly some of the 

stakess involved in these issues to see how puzzling it really was, how much in need of an 

explanation,, that the majority would have allowed itself to have its views overwhelmed by those 

off  the minority. As before, one of these stakes involved nothing less than the declaration of 

Independencee that the majority of the members of Congress did not want to endorse without first 

havingg consulted their constituencies. 

Heree the recorded evidence contradicts the already alluded nationalist topos, which 

Venezuelann historiography hammers with some insistence, of an almost complete unanimity 

amongg the Venezuelan representatives concerning the need to declare Independence. As it turns 

out,, the differences did not just have to do with timing, as is often said, with some 

representativess wanting to postpone Independence and others, if not themselves members at least 

influencedd by the Sociedad Patriotica, wanting to have it now. More fundamentally, the evidence 

suggestss that these differences had to do with the crucial issue of whether to declare 

Independencee at all. How to account otherwise for the representatives' insistence on consulting 

theirr constituencies before any such declaration took place? If, as we are often told, with the one 

singlee exception of a royalist priest, Independence was already decided among the Venezuelan 

representativess why at all insist on consulting the communities?. Such consultation would seem 

too only make sense if its outcome was at least to some extent undecided in advance, if at the very 

leastt there was the possibility that some if not all of these communities would refuse 

Independence.. The representatives' insistence thus appears to be an indication that the very issue 

off  whether to declare or not to declare Independence was itself very much up for grabs, that it, in 

otherr words, was highly contestable. 

Itt is of course, always possible to say that this insistence issued from an understanding of 

politicall  representation for which no crucial initiative was itself legitimate if, at the very least, an 

appearanceappearance of support was not extracted first from the represented. In this view what was 
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importantt  was not whether  the represented actually supported or  not the political aims of their 

representatives,, but that the appearance of such a widespread backing was actually produced. I 

wil ll  leave aside the consideration of whether  under  the extremely urgent circumstances of the 

timee anyone actually had the means of so seamlessly orchestrating consent, or, even if such a 

possibilityy was somehow there, whether  it was at all wise to subject the issue of independence to o 

thee uncertainties and risks of a broad-based consultation, no matter  how rigged or  manipulated 

thee latter  might be. Instead of indulging in this kind of speculation, I will consider  below other 

additionall  evidence which together  with their  willingness to put Independence to the test of its 

approvall  by the communities at the very least suggests the less than sterling quality of the 

revolutionaryy convictions of the majority . Considered all together  this evidence, in other  words, 

stronglyy indicates that beyond any possible sense of obligation towards their  constituencies, or 

thee conviction that no important initiativ e was legitimate if it was not first endorsed by the 

communities,, at least a sizable proportion of the representatives were not at all convinced of 

eitherr  the convenience or  the ultimate goodness of Independence. 

Anotherr  crucial stake had to do with the locus of sovereignty. Did sovereignty reside in 

thee nation understood as a homogeneous whole or  was its locus, instead, the "sovereign spaces" 

off  either  the different provinces or  the many towns that, below the former, dotted the entire 

Venezuelann territories? Although finally defeated, the protracted argument about whether  or  not 

too subdivide the province of Caracas or  Venezuela among its constituent, urban-centered 

territorie ss suggests just how extended the latter  understanding of the meaning of sovereignty was 

amongg the Venezuelan representatives (Hebrard, 1998:206-210). As Guerra has suggested for  the 

wholee of the Iberian world at the time, far  from expressing any absolutist views this debate 

clearlyy speaks of the persistence among at least a sizable proportion of the Venezuelan 

representativess of a 'pactism' for  which even if temporarily delegated to the King sovereignty 

ultimatelyy resided in a congeries of corporately organized and geographically based political 

units.. As witnessed by the intensely centrifugal character  of the sociopolitical processes both 

duringg Independence and after, and regarding which I will have more to say, this 'pactist' 

understandingg of sovereignty was itself rooted in realities which did not just go away overnight 

butt  have haunted the prospects of nation-building until the very present. For  the Venezuelan 
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representativess to have given up their  understanding of sovereignty in favor  of another  view for 

whichh sovereignty resided in a homogeneous nation was, by no means, a small concession. 

Consideringg the intensity of the resistance to the adoption of a "logic of absolute 

representation,""  as well as how high the stakes in such a resistance were, one would expect for 

thee congressional "majority's "  change of heart not to have come about smoothly. Indeed, the turn 

aroundd was so radical that one cannot help assuming that it could have only crystallized in the 

wakee of trul y momentous circumstances and events. Only the assumption of sheer  ambiance 

pressuree going on at the time, of phenomenal amounts of arm-twisting in the midst of enveloping 

fearss and uncertainty might in any way account for  the majority' s decision to give up views that 

weree so close to its heart. The available evidence does bear  such an assumption. 

Sealing-offSealing-off the Political 

What,, then, were some of the momentous circumstances and events alluded to above 

capablee of so thoroughly turning the hearts and minds of the majority-deputies, not just in the 

directionn of Independence but towards the adoption of a form of political representation so 

inimicall  to their  own values, interests and inclinations? To what sorts of arm-twisting, sheer 

ambiance-pressuree and uncertainties must they have fallen prey to for  them to have undergone 

suchh a thorough change of heart? Answering these questions requires treacling on territor y which 

muchh contemporary social science and historiography studiously circumvents. Leaving aside the 

consolingg reassurances of either  encompassing social contexts or  grand historical metanarratives, 

neitherr  of which is ever  given beforehand but belatedly contrived to bring order  into the past, one 

mustt  enter  the twiligh t zone where more often than not the actors inhabit a night of not-knowing. 

Forcedd to act in the grip of largely uncontrollable forces and without any certainties 

regardingg either  the opportunity or  the wisdom of their  acts, in this murky zone people must 

decidee within situations of sheer  undecidability and gnawed by the suspicion that their  actions 

mayy very well loop-back to haunt them. No outcome is ever  certain here since, eluding all 

predictivee or  intuitiv e powers, at these junctures the future does stay dauntingly open. Most 

historicall  certainties are, on the other  hand, gained precisely by fleeing this trouble-zone into the 

presentt  where, in hindsight, vision is 20/20 and everything past neatly falls into place as 
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momentss in an orderly, teleologically inflected succession. 

Seenn as they are through a glass darkly back in the twiligh t zone things, on the other  hand, 

aree never  certain or  that sharp and distinct. To gain a sense of what it must be like one must try 

hardd listening to the shouts, insults and imprecations of the past, sense against the body the 

crowds''  bodily pressure bent on fillin g up every available crack, taste the fear  and sense the 

sweat,, be in a word caught in a chiaroscuro of voices, bodies, rumors and half-seen appearances, 

upp to one's ears, so to speak, in a sea of uncertainty where every presence wavers haunted as all 

aree by an impinging violence and irrepressible absences. Easy from a distance to talk glibly about 

thee elites' fear  of the masses, thus disparaging their  supposed prudishness and narrow-sighted 

pettiness.. As if with just giving up blinders and fears everything would be fine, everyone sitting 

happilyy ever  after  in the banquet of the polity. Meanwhile, precisely through the use of this and 

otherr  similar  talk all the rough surfaces and hard cutting edges of the past's most dangerous 

momentss are either  smoothed out or  just simply glossed over. 

If ,, on the other  hand, one remains imaginarily alert to this danger, something which may 

bee somewhat more possible now that all the cold war  certainties are finally gone, the past may 

yieldd some of it secret allowing us to discern in every recorded outcome the sediment of fear, 

forbiddenn images, and desires which is the restless soil on which every appearance of objectivity 

precariouslyy rests. Perhaps one then may be able to somewhat understand why the sphere of 

politicall  representation was so tightly sealed-off during the period before and after  the declaration 

off  independence, as well as what the implications of such closed-doors policy were. Also why 

thee majorit y of the members of parliament whose very values and inclinations were so clearly at 

oddss with this policy finally  ended up by ratifyin g it with their  votes. I have already alluded to the 

relentlesss mass-pressure that, up to the very last moment, was needed in order  to bring the 

memberss of Congress to declare Independence. It suffices to recall the dread with which the 

"honorablee neighbors"  from Caracas watched from the half-closed windows of their  residences 

thee spectacle of the passing mob in order  to get a sense of why this pressure might have been 

effective. . 

Inn case one may think that the dread was only visceral, one should quickly add that it was 

veryy much also symbolic. Think, if not, of the portrait s of the Spanish monarchs which on that 
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veryy occasion the crowd tore down from all public places dragging them through the streets and 

squaress of Caracas. Given the alreadyy argued role of the kingly portraits within an economy of 

rulee where the king was at "the center of all possible representations" one may be forgiven for 

sensingg the considerable chill that must have gone down both the real and the symbolic spines of 

thee city's most prominent neighbors. Along with all the rumors arriving from Spain of an 

irreversiblee collapse of the monarchy, the sight of the Caracas mob must have helped impress in 

themm the notion that, perhaps, the available charts were not anymore all that useful for navigating 

thee time's uncharted waters. 

Onee should not think, however, that with the declaration of independence this pressure 

wentt away overnight. All throughout the following months it stayed quite high, enveloping like a 

menacingg chorus every one of Congress's main debates and initiatives all the way through the 

draftingg and approval of the nation's foundational chart and up until July, 1812 when, with 

Spanishh military intervention, the first republican experiment finally collapsed. The very 

situationn of a persistent duality of powers which Father Maya had already denounced on July 5, 

1811,, when refusing to vote in Congress for Independence, remained unchanged during the 

monthss following the declaration locally presiding over every significant political process or 

event.. One of these powers, Congress, was broadly speaking divided between moderate and 

radicall  wings. While, as it was suggested before, the moderate majority 

fearedd the enthusiasms of a fiery youth and especially the excesses of the plebs and the 

peoplee of color, all along hoping that things would return to their 

oldd state through a peaceful reconciliation with the Crown (Duarte Level, 1995:230 ~ my 

translation), , 

thee radical minority was, on the other hand, animated by the single-minded determination to 

breakk with Spain and start a new nation. 

Thee other power was, of course, the Sociedad Patriotica from which at least one sector 

fromfrom the congressional minority drew constant support and which, with the exception of the older 

girondinn General Francisco de Miranda, was led by young members from the Creole aristocracy 

backedbacked by a vast urban following. The British merchant and traveler Robert Semple has left a 
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vividd testimony of the high levels of mass-pressure that the Sociedad Patriotica continued 

exertingg on Congress after  Independence had already been declared and right  until the very fall of 

thee First Republic to the Spanish. What he has to say about the Society on the basis of a visit to 

Caracass after  the date of the declaration differs littl e from the ways in which, according to the 

testimoniess cited earlier, the Jacobin club was locally perceived during the months preceding that 

date: : 

theree is in Caracas a heterogeneous Assembly (...) which celebrates periodical meetings to 

discoursee about political issues (...) and shows great French influence while also having 

affinitiess with the french club of the Jacobins, noticeable as much in the harshness and 

extravagancee of the speeches (...) as in the influence which the Society exerts over  the 

determinationss of the government (cited by Duarte Level, 1995[1911] :226). 

Ass to the direction in which "government"  was being taken by this "influence,"  to get an 

evenn better  idea it is enough to revisit once again the Society's daily meetings, this time led by the 

recollectionss of Caracas' Municipal Council. This is how the Spanish-designated municipal 

authoritiess from Caracas recalled these meetings in a Memorial from 1812, written after  the 

invadingg forces from the peninsula had temporarily retaken the city from the insurgents and filled 

everyy available post with incumbents loyal to the monarch: 

Thee Sociedad Patriotica (...) frankly  opened its doors to all those men that had never 

promisedd themselves to alternate with those that were not of their  class; an extraordinary 

gatheringg of artisans, idles, and people from the rabble came to these meetings anxious to 

listenn to those incendiary lessons that, with a tone of sufficiency, were given to the people 

onn matters such as religion, the rights of men, the authority of the people, and, mainly, on 

thee necessity of establishing a democratic system founded not on that well understood and 

fairr  equality daughter  of both reason and the law, but one that was regulated by that 

bloodyy level that the cruel hand of the sons-culottes had extended over  an unhappy 

France.. The ignorant plebs blindly adopted the ideas of this plan which so much flattered 

itss pride; through this means seduction became more universal and deadly; aristocracy 
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wass declared a State-crime, the clergy attached as it is to the privileges incumbent on its 

rankk was already regarded with all the horror that a body inclined to maintain the tyranny 

off  distinctions inspired on the democrats (Caracas Municipal Council, Oct, 3, 1812; cited 

byy Duarte Level, 1995:230- 231). 

This,, then, is what the congressional majority was up against, and not just them but also those 

otherr members from the minority who favored an immediate declaration of Independence yet 

weree also weary of allowing the urban crowds too much say in the sphere of political decision 

andd representation. It could be said that the ways in which the passage above describes the 

politicall  situation in Caracas before the return to Spanish rule amounts to a series of 

exaggerationss with which the newly installed municipal council authorities sought to curry favor 

fromfrom the Spaniards. Nothing, then, but retrospective inventions aimed at legitimizing the 

repressivee measures of the invading forces on the basis of a recent past of flagrant abuse and 

disorder. . 

Theree is, of course, no denying that flattery and legitimation must have been high in the 

mindss of the drafters of the Municipal Council Memorial from 1812. This, however, does not 

detractt from the fact that, beyond some minor differences of tone and intensity, just as in the case 

off  Semple's observations there are remarkable similarities between the complaints in the above 

citedd passage and those that other contemporaries had voiced not too long before, in the months 

immediatelyy preceding the writing and publication of the Memorial following the temporary 

reestablishmentt of Spanish rule. Given, then, the similarities with those other preceding 

complaintss one can take the just quoted passage from the Memorial as a fair statement of the 

wayss in which, whether or not in favor of Independence, a sizable proportion of the ruling strata 

viewedd the situation that the revolutionary behavior of both the urban crowds and their young 

aristocraticc leadership had created. 

Noo great hermeneutical talent is needed to discern in the passage above an unmitigated 

revulsionn at the dissolution of all the established distinctions and hierarchies by a corrosive 

equality.. In their rush to identify this equality as a dangerous form of sans-culotte democracy, in 

everyy respect to be distinguished from the "fair equality daughter of both reason and the law", the 

elite-drafterss do not hesitate to summon the specter of the French revolution. The extent of the 
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horrorr  may be gauged from the described overturning of all the established hierarchies of 

knowledgee as a result of the "ignorant plebs"  having been exposed by their  aristocratic mentors to 

aa wide range of forbidden and subversive topics and ideas. To appreciate the enormity of the 

challengee it suffices to contrast this situation with the Venezuelan University during the colonial 

periodd from which all non-white were rigorously excluded, and where, much as in the rest of 

Spanishh America, almost until the very end medieval scholasticism provided the overarching 

frameworkk for  all forms of knowledge. (Burkholder, 1990:224; Góngora, 1975:187-193). Rooted 

ass it was on a broad classification of all things along an ascending scale of perfection measured 

byy increasing dematerialization (Pagden, 1982:18), nothing more alien to the distinctions 

enshrinedd in this curriculu m than the unholy mixes, mimetic borrowings and hybriditie s favored 

byy a form of teaching which placed thee basest, crudest elements of society in touch with the lofty 

realmm of ideas. 

Followingg a convention that still nowadays lingers in many texts of Venezuelan 

historiographyy the quoted passage sharply demarcates the cultivated elites from the rabble that 

"blindly ""  follows the former's subversive teachings. Nevertheless the text's talk of "seduction" 

turnin gg "mor e universal and deadly"  should already alert us to the inadequacies of an 

understandingg for  which change mechanically and unidirectionally flows from one single source 

wayy at the top of the social ladder. There is, indeed, sufficient evidence to suggest that the 

commonn people's access to the radical ideas of the time was not circumscribed to any single and 

unequivocall  path of transmission. Evidence, for  example, of pardos from the cities inaugurating 

onn their  own circles to discuss the ideals of the French and American revolutions (Brit o Figueroa, 

1985:75).. Or  other  information from as early as 1797, when the first openly revolutionary 

challengee to Spanish rule in Venezuela took place, documenting the ardor  with which black 

slavess from the plantations adopted the radical ideals of freedom and equality which the "vessels 

off  the Enlightenment,"  and, more urgently, the rippling  effects from the Haitian revolution had 

depositedd in the Venezuelan coasts (Varna, 1992:1025-1026). There is even a french traveler 

whoo comments on the sad spectacle of black slaves in Venezuela corrupting the purit y of the 

quintessentiall  ritual  from the French revolution by dancing, frantically,  around especially 

designatedd trees of freedom. How circuitous and varied could be the paths through which the 
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commonn people gained access to the new revolutionary ideas is well illustrated by the 1799 case 

fromfrom the city of Maracaibo of an aborted "conspiracy by blacks and mulattoes to bring down the 

regimee and plunder the city" (Parra-Pérez, 1992:42). According to the plan, the local colored 

populationn would act in "complicity" with corsary vessels sailing under the "French flag" and 

arrivedd in Maracaibo with the "intention of taking over the place 'introducing the system of 

freedomm and equality'" (ibid:42-43). 

Butt beyond all empirical evidence it suffices to say that, surely, "seduction" is not the 

kindd of passion that lends itself to any such neat allocations. Any fantasy-scenario of a plebeian 

audiencee trapped by the spectacle that an exclusively aristocratic cast sets up for its benefit is 

vastlyy exceeded by such a "universal and deadly" seduction. Contagion and ceaseless exchanges 

aree the laws of such situation, one in which everyone mimetically borrows from everyone else in 

aa ceaseless exchange of roles and identities where power and powerlessness constantly exchange 

places,, neither of which securing any distinct place for itself. A wild, mimetic proliferation, in 

thee ceaseless role-playing of revolution all existing distinctions and hierarchies blur, their signs 

becomingg more or less available to all. Itself inaugurated as a space of horizontal exchanges and 

substitutionss with the king's disappearance, it is this wild mimetic play that, fighting fire with 

fire,fire, the representational apparatus of the emergent state sought to counteract with a theater of its 

own. . 

Butt I am running ahead of the argument. Before suggesting what this theatre was and how 

wass it that it was instituted I need to say something about the congressional majority's sudden and 

unexpectedd decision to support with their votes the views of the minority. As often happens in 

situationss where two parties are locked in a dyadic contest, change only ensues through the 

introductionn of a heterogeneous third party whose threatening presence moves the two opposed 

partiess to some sort of defensive agreement. Reached as it is through a process where each party 

exposess itself to the claims of the other as well as to circumstances that are both pressing and 

dangerous,, such an agreement is likely to yield an unprecedented outcome which does not 

correspondd exactly to any of the views which the main contenders held beforehand. 

Att any rate, something like the above is what must have happened in the Venezuelan 

instance.. It was in other words the urgent specter of an "anarchic" freedom and equality knocking 
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att  the doors of Congress, of an unruly crowd already sitting as uninvited thir d party in the 

galleriess and wildly applauding and booing every initiativ e and deliberation from the 

congressmenn that forced the radical turnaround of the majority . Under  such circumstances to 

insistt  on leaving Congress open to the differentiated claims of society was minimally foolhardy if 

nott  altogether  foolish. This, because doing so was also to make the sphere of representation 

availablee to a kind of difference that called for  the eradication of all societal differences. I am, of 

course,, referring to the sans-cullote democracy retrospectively alluded to in the 1812 Memorial 

which,, at the time, was at the doosteps of Congress pressing tumultuously to gain access to the 

floorr  by means of some sort of direct political representation. 

Itt  was this kindd of direct democracy that had to be averted at all costs and the only way of 

doingg so was, precisely, by thoroughly sealing-off Congress even if this also meant closing-it off 

fromm the very institutions and constituencies which the majorit y congressmen represented. In 

otherr  words, keeping the masses at bay meant rigorously sealing Congress not just from them but 

fromfrom  the rest of society just in case that through any available cracks these masses could slip into 

thee sphere of political representation. It was under  such pressing urgencies that the party of the 

Enlightenmentt  temporarily won the day. Earlier, I suggested that the camp favoring 

independencee was neither  homogeneous nor  unified and now the time has come to specify what 

weree the main factions within the revolutionary camp. 

Onee of these camps of course was the Sociedad Patriotica, a Jacobin club that assumed 

thee revolutionary representation of the urban masses and of which I have already spoken at some 

length.. Not everyone favoring Independence was, however, a Jacobin. Some formed in what I 

heree call the party of the Enlightenment, including those jurist s and ideologues whose 

conceptionss and ideas were most influential in the final shape that both the sphere of 

representationn and the text of the first  Venezuelan Constitution eventually took. This strata was 

composedd mostly of landowning lawyers and bureaucrats drawn from the old colonial 

administrationn and sharing many of the universalistic values spoused by the late Bourbon 

monarchy.. Unfortunately there is no comprehensive empirical study of this strata for  Venezuela, 

or,, to my knowledge, for  the rest of Latin America. With Venezuelan historiography 

overwhelminglyy invested as it is on presenting a homogeneous elite front  seamlessly united 
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behindd the idea of Independence I have been forced to tease out information concerning the 

heterogeneouss field of interests, identities and projects within which Venezuela was constituted 

ass an independent nation from the lapses and contradictions in sources whose overall 

interpretationss resist any differentiated understanding of the event. 

Bee that as it may, the existence of this enlightenment faction may be readily gauged from 

twoo kinds of evidence. First, from some of the texts by its main ideologues which, read side by 

sidee those of other  Jacobin leaders, mostly Bolivar, reveal not only overlappings but also crucial 

differencess with the more radical wing of the Independence movement. Among the overlappings 

surelyy the most important had to do with the nation, which both moderate and radical wings 

understoodd similarly . For  both the enlightened ideologues and for  the Jacobinss the nation was a 

horizontall  entity formed by a homogeneous 'people' which, as such, was the new seat of 

sovereignty.. The similarities, however, ended here. When it came to how this popular 

sovereigntyy was to be exercised the two camps came sharply apart. Thus, while the radicals 

confusedlyy favored some form of direct exercise of the popular  will such as, for  example, a kind 

off  plebiscitary democracy articulated through the figures of the main revolutionary leaders, this 

wass certainly not the case with the moderates. For  enlightenment ideologues such as Miguel Jose 

Sanzz of Juan German Roscio the crucial notion of the sovereignty of the people had the status of 

ann abstract principl e that should not in any way translate into the field of political expression and 

deliberation.. Rather  the opposite, as I will elaborate in the next chapter, the masses ought to be 

carefullyy excluded from this field through a series of well-calibrated filters among which the 

franchisee figured prominently. 

Thee other  source of evidence from which the existence of a moderate pro-Independence 

factionn may be deduced are some of the decisions through which the sphere of representation was 

finallyfinally  sealed-off from society. Promoted by some of the just mentioned ideologues, these 

decisionss document the partial triumph of a unanimist understanding of representation consistent 

withh at least some of the strands of the absolutist culture of the monarchy. In this respect Hebrard 

iss right to say that the final adoption by Congress of a unanimist view of representation in some 

wayss amounted to a confirmation of at least some of the absolutist heritage. Where she errs is in 

presentingg this outcome as almost inevitable, thereby overlooking the conflictual predicament 
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withinn which unanimism prevailed not, however, without first  itself undergoing some significant 

modifications. . 

II  will focus next on some of these congressional decisions through which unanimism 

finallyfinally  prevailed in Congress. My aims in so doing are double. First, to suggest, that far  from 

prescribedd beforehand its triumph came about as a result of the delicate political and discursive 

transactionss which unanimism was forced to entertain both with the other  currently available 

understandingg of political representation as well as with some of the nation's more intractable 

sociall  realities. And, second, to also suggest that from such transactions unanimism itself 

emergedd transformed with consequences that still nowadays decisively inflect the political 

imaginationn in Venezuela. As a result, what the enlightened ideologues had excluded without, so 

thatt  the represented nation could be envisaged as a unanimous, seamless whole, reappeared 

withinwithin  the very field of political representation itself, even if reinscribed as a series of fetishized 

entities. . 

Inn other  words I argue here that by focusing on the give and take conducted by the first 

Venezuelann representatives around certain issues one can witness a trul y wondrous event. 

Namelyy the transfiguration of those very differences and particularities, which unanimism wished 

awayy from the image of the represented nation, into a self-contained gallery of exemplary figures. 

Envisagedd as a "republi c of notables,"  this exemplary gallery has since then haunted political 

actionn and representation having provided one of the two main figurations through which, in 

Venezuela,, the realm of the political has been collectively apprehended since Independence. 

Imaginaril yy framing one of the two main possible courses of political action that, since that time, 

havee been consistently pursued in the nation, this gallery of pompous figureheads insistently 

splitss political subjectivities and behaviors between two incongruous yet tightly interconnected 

halves.17 7 

'Caraa seria, culo rochelero': used popularly to refer  to the nation's 'notables' this 

17.. The other figuration is what I call the Roussean scene of the "great legislator" and will be introduced in chapter nine 
wheree I refer to Simon Bolivar and his version of the nation as the crystallization of a single, heroic and providential 
agency.. I will also address in that chapter the lasting sociocultural consequences which, until the very present, and in 
interactionn with the scene of the "repubic of notables" this figuration has had for Venezuela as an independent nation. 
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widespreadd saying marvelously alludes to the just mentioned split. Roughly translating as 

"pompouss face, jazzing ass," it describes accurately the predicament of an official persona 

committedd to a solemn, truly statuesque public performance which, nevertheless, rests on less 

thann monumental grounds. Both revealed and disguised by his monumentalized persona, even in 

thee most solemn of occasions the notable's unofficial self winks at the audience right through his 

ratherr imposing, bust-like public appearance. Always already frozen for posterity, it is indeed the 

notable'ss very own calculated pose of grand homme that rather than hiding signals his 

mischievouss underbelly to the audience. Everything happens as if the audiences's attention is split 

betweenn the foreground and the background of the scene that occupies the official stage. While 

watchingg the ponderous performance unfolding before everyone's eyes, the audience never looses 

sightt of the other scene which, quite unexpectedly, might at any point overtake the official one 

fillingfilling  it with a kinky, lascivious energy where all statuesque appearances momentarily tumble 

dissolvingg into a flashing moment of excess. Waiting for the moment in which the 'notable' will 

makee his move, while displaying the required deference it is as if all along the audience did not 

ceasee watching it because 'you know, this guy is really all-over-the place.' 

Alwayss about to happen, this libidinal seizure of public space of course never quite does 

happenn and that, precisely, is the whole point.18 Part monument, part flesh it is precisely the 

unstablee yet constantly renewed tension between the notable's two halves that allows each to do 

itss job. Thus, if his monumentalized persona eloquently speaks of republican virtue, steely gaze 

fixatedd on technicolor future, the notable's more kinky, libidinous half simply signals the wish to 

18.. To put it in more local terms, the official scene never or almost never dissolves into a scene of "relajo". Charged 
withh local meaning, relajo is one of those words that resists adequate translation. While my Cassell Spanish-English 
dictionaryy translates it as "degeneracy, depravity, shocking behaviour, loss of all decency," the Spanish word conjures a 
muchh less final, much more playful and subtle predicament. Widely used in the Caribbean and loaded with sexual 
overtones,, in this area the word does allude to a situation where all standards of propriety have almost come crashing 
downn nearly dissolving into generalized license. Perhaps a more extreme situation that the one which I strive to convey 
throughh the image of the notable dancing salsa, the "escena de relajo" does not, however, completely depart from it 
either.. What prevents it from reaching the dictionary's final, unwholesome morbidity is that as imagined by the users of 
thee expression the "scene of relajo" is constituted as such precisely through the subtle, seductive interplay between 
officiall  and unofficial forms. In other words, even if he himself is in some ways a "tipo de relajo" not even in such an 
extremee situation does the notable ever completely lets go. A nineteenth century rhetorical flourish will , for example, 
alwayss be there to save the day playfully reminding everyone of the notable's lofty, ethereal being amidst the most 
earthy,, undescribable excesses. 
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enjoyy and make a deal. The point, of course, is that neither  monuments nor  deals may exist 

withoutt  each other. Thus, not even for  a second would the polity manage to retain its virtuous, 

neoclassicall  facade—which no one really buys but everyone acts as if they do—without the many 

dealss and promiscuous bodily transactions through which it is ongoingly lubricated. Conversely, 

noo monuments, no deals since even the most insignificant unofficial transaction presupposes and, 

evenn if only imaginarily, is itself supplemented and enabled by a make-believe facade of 

republicann virtue. 

II  realize how much this all may sound like a caricature, and in a way it is. Call it 

modernityy gone haywire at the margins provided one is not too willin g to take modernity's claims 

att  the center  too much at face value either, especially nowadays when the entire vocabulary of 

'center''  and 'periphery' is becoming increasingly obsolete. But before further  suggesting how the 

montagee I speak of here possibly works I wish to leave the discussion with an image of the 

notablee ready to dance salsa. Indeed one can easily envisage any one of the present-day notables 

hesitantlyy breaking through their  pompous poses into the first steps of an eventually all-out salsa 

performancee a scene that, anyway, does happen quite often. A dance that in the Caribbean is for 

everyone,, notables included, an obliged rite de passage into public life, salsa affords an 

extraordinaryy instance of the tension that I am struggling to evoke here. 

Againstt  most stereotypes, salsa is never  frantic. Much like the contradictory figure of the 

notablee the consummate salsa dancer  cuts quite a contained figure that, nevertheless, intimates a 

worldd of untold sensuous possibilities. Heads upright and slightly turned to the sides, only 

occasionallyy looking at each other  as they evolve through the dance-floor  dancing to the rhythm 

andd the music's melodic cadences the dancers' gaze remains fixated on the distance past their 

partner' ss left or  right  shoulders. Much like living monuments, during the dancing the upper  half 

off  the dancers' bodies stays quite composed and even stiff while, beginning with the movement 

off  thighs and hips, their  lower  halves subtly suggest an altogether  different scene. As if signaling 

too their  partner  not to trust appearances but to go along with their  play, with their  lower  bodies 

andd the occasional surprising quick turn of the shoulders all along the dancers play with official 

appearances,, repeatedly turning them inside-out to briefly intimate their  sensuous underside. It is 

ass if with every subtle thrust of their  bodies, through the very syncopated back-and-forth of the 
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dancing,, the dancers signaled each other that far from an impediment official appearances are 

themselvess the necessary obverse of a reverse, unofficial world of unspeakable jouissance. And 

thee other way around, that jouissance itself freezes in the monument. Not a specifically 

Venezuelann phenomenon, one may think of salsa as the fate of monuments in the Caribbean. Or, 

againn the other way around, of the sun-drenched galleries of stony heroes which fill  the political 

imaginationn of the nation-states of the area as always on the brink of a salsa performance. 

Inn the past, the Creole founding fathers of the nation were certainly no less given to the 

thrills,, back stabbing and back-stage politicking and sensuous entertainments of which the 

everydayy of a plantation society is so prodigal. So much so that the curtain over what is 

commonlyy known as the First Republic was finally drawn with a phrase to this effect which, 

repeatedd in history books and casual conversations, still nowadays weighs on the national 

characterr as an ineluctable sentence. Thus upon being delivered by his own companions, among 

themm Bolivar, to the Spaniards after the pro-Independence forces already had been defeated no 

lesss than Fancisco de Miranda is said to have sealed the final fate of this inaugural republican 

experimentt with the following, lapidary verdict: "Bochinche, bochinche, en Venezuela todo es 

bochinche!""  Roughly translating as "inconsequential noise and confusion, in Venezuela 

everythingg is an inconsequential noise and confusion where anything goes" these words 

effectivelyy allude to the ease with which, at least in one widespread version of the national 

character,, the neoclassical pretensions of its official aspirations melt into the unofficial uproar of 

aa chorus of clashing voices and lascivious bodily performances.19 

II  wil l address again this momentous split but for now I must return to the inaugural scene 

where,, in the floor of the first Venezuelan Congress, a series of shouting representatives turned 

intoo a collection of monumentalized busts, thereby trading their perishable selves for the dubious 

benefitss of a truly imperishable image. So imperishable indeed that, occupied historically by a list 

off  changing characters, in the Venezuelan political imagination a gallery of notables still 

nowadayss presides over the nation much like a wispy cloud weighed with demigods hangs over a 

19.. In its colloquial use, at least nowadays in Venezuela the word 'bochinche' is never far away from the related word 
"relajo,'' i.e., a situation of confusion that can easily lead to sexual license. 
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messy,, chaotic reality. Or, perhaps more to the point, like the bust-like, official "face"  of the 

notabless seemingly presides over  their  unofficial anatomy while, all along, contradictoril y 

signalingg the urges of a now-I-see-it/now-I-don't, all-over-the-place, sly and slippery bodyliness. 

Thee notion that it it is the perceived threat of the masses that explains why, against the 

desiress of the 'majority' , the 'minority '  eventually succeeded in excluding 'society' from the field 

off  political representation is confirmed by any cursory consideration of the negotiations leading 

too such an outcome. Indeed, everything suggests that at every one of these negotiations' crucial 

turnin gg points it was the more or  less explicit invocation by one or  another  representative of the 

possibilityy of a crowd-seizure of Congress that decisively moved the debate in the direction of 

adoptingg those congressional initiatives which sealed-off the institution from the rest of society. 

Itt  is as if, confronted at each of these junctures by this ominous possibility, the representatives 

fromfrom  the 'majority *  saw no other  alternative than to set aside their  own views in favor  of those 

fromm the 'minority' . 

Indeed,, so great was the majority' s turnaround from all of its previously held positions 

thatt  only such an assumption would seem to make any sense of this otherwise puzzling 

development.. And so, although there is not nor  can there be any conclusive evidence to support 

thiss claim, given the timing of the recantations one must assume that every time that the majorit y 

bumpedd during the debates into the raised specter  of the crowds it found its own proposals so 

wantingg that it had no choice but to drop them in favor  of those from the moderate pro-

independencee camp. Incapable on their  own of averting the imminent threat from the masses, 

therefore,, of preventing the greater  evil of a mass seizure of Congress which, regardless of their 

otherr  differences, with the only partial exception of the radicals nearly all the other 

representativess equally feared these majorit y proposals could not but be hurriedl y set aside. 

Yett  if raising the specter  of a crowd-seizure of the sphere of political representation was 

soo effective this was not only for  rhetorical reasons, due to the invocation's ability to persuade the 

'majority ''  to give up their  claims and support the 'minority' . One can also regard such invocation 

ass a discursive operator, something like a switch enabling the passage, topographical exchanges, 

reciprocall  transformations and mutual accommodation between the two camps' hitherto 

irreconcilablee positions. And it is this process that, I hypothesize, itself laid the grounds for  the 
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eventuall  and wondrous transformation of a series of societal differences into a fetishized gallery 

off  exemplary figures. Given the prevailing circumstances, with the multitudes gathered at the 

doorss of Congress and even shouting from its galleries, one should not be too surprised that the 

effectss of simply raising the crowds1 specter could have been truly far reaching. In compelling the 

congressmenn from the majority to support the minority's positions, this threat also precipitated 

thee conditions under which the negotiations and mutual accommodations between the two 

opposedd camps could come about with the suggested monumental consequences. 

AA good place were to observe all this happening are the congressional debates that took 

placee during July, 1811 on whether Congress should stay in Caracas or be moved elsewhere, 

eitherr to another city in the same province or to some other provincial capital. While the majority 

deputiess from the provinces favored the move, both the radical as well as the more moderate 

deputiess from Caracas were clearly in favor of keeping Congress in the capital city. What in any 

casee is interesting here is that, beyond their differences, all the congressmen without exception 

arguedd their favored alternative in terms of the role that 'public opinion' should or should not play 

inn the sphere of political representation. In other words, the relative value of the competing 

alternativesalternatives was, in every case, argued in terms of their respective capacities to secure the proper 

relationss between 'Congress' and the rest of 'society' subsumed under the all encompassing notion 

off  'public opinion'. Thus, while the majority thought that such a goal could be more successfully 

accomplishedd by moving Congress outside of Caracas, the minority held the opposite view. For 

thee deputies from Caracas this city guaranteed best the successful relationship between these two 

spheres,, even if within the minority camp there were considerable differences regarding how to 

evaluatee success. 

Dependingg on who was using it, in which context, or when exactly in the debates the 

notionn was being used 'public opinion' could mean quite different things to the different deputies. 

Itt is, however, my argument that it was this very semantic ambiguity which allowed the notion to 

actt as the discursive hinge that enabled the kinds of transactions and accommodations eventually 

leadingg the deputies from the 'majority' to acquiesce to the views of those within the 'minority' 

arguingg for the need to seal-off the sphere of political representation, something which may be 

appreciatedd by briefly focusing on the arguments. Beginning with the views of the 'majority', it is 
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off  course true that besides just securing a proper  relation with society the provincial deputies had 

otherr  complex reasons for  wanting to take Congress out of Caracas mostly having to do with 

theirr  desire to offset the city's hegemonic pretensions. But whatever  these other  reasons might 

havee been, it is not irrelevant that they explicitly defended the desirability of the move in terms of 

securingg a proper  relation between Congress and the society's 'public opinion'. Thus, according to 

thesee majorit y deputies what urgently recommended the move was the deleterious influence that 

thee 'publi c opinion' from Caracas had on the deliberations and decisions of Congress. 

Itt  is in this context where the majorit y deputies from the provinces recommend moving 

Congresss away from Caracas that we may see the notion of 'public opinion' secretly splitting in 

theirr  speech to come to mean two quite different things. On the one hand, even if they did not say 

itt  in so many words, the ongoing pressure that both the Sociedad Patriotica and the city's urban 

massess exerted on Congress and on the decisions of government. It was this "bad' sort of 'publi c 

opinion''  that, for  the most part, they clearly had in mind every time they used the term in the 

coursee of the debates to recommend the move (ibid:207). One can see here the notion of 'publi c 

opinion''  emerging as a possible signifier  for  the rabble that filled with its threatening presence the 

streetss and squares of Caracas. If the majorit y deputies did not quite call things by their  names 

thiss presumably was because of the presence of the deputies from the 'Sociedad Patriotica' during 

thee deliberations that, although a small minority , nevertheless acted within Congress as the 

delegatess of that very rabble which, at any moment, could flood the proceedings. Side by side 

thiss 'bad' meaning there was, of course, the other  one according to which 'good* public opinion 

wass the one formulated within the other  intermediate bodies of society excluding the Sociedad 

Patriotica,, principal among which were the municipal councils. Given the dangerous situation in 

Caracas,, it was the majority' s argument that only by moving Congress outside of this city a 

properr  relation could be secured with that 'good' segment of the 'public'  away from the 

disruptionss of the rabble.20 

20.. Indeed, the provincial deputies were not at all set on excluding public opinion from the debates and deliberations of 
Congresss but just its most unruly components represented by the Sociedad Patriotica and the crowds from Caracas. As a 
matterr of fact, for them moving Congress outside of Caracas was not a means of excluding public opinion but of 
establishingg proper relations between it and Congress. By this they, of course, understood circumscribing the sphere of 
publicc opinion to the 'principal neighbors' organized in intermediate bodies such as the municipal councils. It was this 
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Itt  is in the response to this argument that it is possible to watch the above-mentioned 

wondrouss effects beginning to take shape. As I suggested before, although all the deputies from 

thee minorit y favored keeping Caracas as the seat of Congress, their  reasons for  doing so where 

nott  in every case the same. As much as elsewhere, here also the differences between the radical 

andd the moderate or  enlightenment wings within the minorit y came to the fore, this time around 

whatt  each thought the role of public opinion should be in the sphere of political representation. 

Ass one would expect, for  the few radical deputies from the Sociedad Patriotica the issue was 

quitee straightforward : Congress should stay in Caracas precisely because of this city's enlightened 

publicc opinion which in these deputies' understanding ultimately come down to the Sociedad 

Patrioticaa itself. As the "center  of all revolutionary activity"  (Bolivar) the Society articulated and 

gavee unified expression to the city's public opinion that more or  less inchoately pulsated in the 

masss ferment of its streets and squares (ibid:207). Thus expressed, this public opinion was the 

necessaryy "compass"  which should constantly orient government to prevent it from straying from 

thee right  path which, for  the radicals, was of course Independence (ibid:208). In the voice off  one 

off  the deputies from the radical faction within the 'minority '  this "enlightened"  public opinion 

fromfrom  Caracas should be given a "righ t of censorship over  the decisions of the representatives" 

(ibid:209,, 211). 

Nott  such an exalted role, was, however, assigned by the moderate members from the 

minorit yy roughly belonging to what I have called the Enlightenment wing of Congress neither  to 

thee Sociedad Patriotica nor  to the urban masses. While also wishing to keep Caracas as the seat 

off  Congress, their  reasons for  wanting to do so were exactly the opposite than those of the 

radicals.. It is around the use that the deputies from the moderate minorit y made in their 

interventionss of the term 'public opinion' that we may see the deputies' antagonistic positions 

beginn to do their  dance, migrating into each other's niches until finally  settling into novel 

topographicall  configurations. Paradigmatic in this respect is Felipe Fermin Paul's intervention, a 

deputyy from the moderate minorit y that eventually would go on to side with the royalists 

(Moraless Alvarez, 1992:57-58). The turnaround becomes less surprising once one realizes that, 

restrictedrestricted 'public opinion' and not the urban crowds that, according to them, should relate actively to the sphere of 
politicall  representation. 
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contraryy to what most nationalist historiography often implies, at least lor  quite a while until 

Ferdinandd VII  conducted a full-fledged absolutist reaction after  his reinstallment in the Spanish 

thronee in 1814 both of the opposed camps in the wars of independence were inspired by equally 

liberall  and democratic principles. 

Butt  whatever  was the case what is important to realize here is that voiced by Paul and 

otherss the arguments of the moderate minorit y came in several steps, all enabled by the semantic 

ambiguityy in which they kept the term 'publi c opinion' in their  interventions. Thus, seemingly 

agreeingg with the radicals, Paul initiall y praised the enlightened public opinion from Caracas 

comparingg it favorably with that of the other  provincial capitals, or, for  that matter, to that 

existingg anywhere else in Venezuela. Very much in tune with the radicals, his argument here was 

thatt  due precisely to the city's enlightened public opinion Congress should not be moved out of 

Caracass (Hebrard, 1998:209). In light of Paul's later  interventions during the same debate one 

shouldd regard this initia l argument as to some extent a ruse aimed at appeasing the radicals while 

preparingg the discursive terrain where a novel consensus could be reached with the 'majority '  that 

wouldd isolate the radical segment of the 'minority' . That, in any case, is what his decision to 

switchh gears not too long afterwards seems to suggest. Seemingly adopting the majority' s views 

Paull  in effect took them in a direction where the majorit y would not have initiall y wanted to go. 

Thus,, while seemingly agreeing with the majorit y on the restricted goal of excluding just its most 

troublesomee manifestations what Paul actually accomplished in his next intervention is to have 

publicc opinion as a whole excluded from the sphere of political representation. Not just, in other 

words,, its most unruly components but public opinion tout court thaU shortly after  Paul's 

intervention,, was definitely banned from the official realm of the political. 

Hee managed this through a series of moves, all probably enabled by the semantic 

ambiguityy that the term public opinion kept until the very end in his interventions. As mentioned, 

seeminglyy agreeing with the radicals he first  praised the virtues of Caracas' "publi c opinion,"  so 

enlightenedd according to Paul that its robust presence recommended retaining the city as the seat 

off  congress. Then, he went on to argue that for  the purpose of controlling 'publi c opinion' every 

placee was as good or  as bad as Caracas since everywhere had a 'public opinion' of its own. Why, 

inn other  words, undergo the considerable hassle of moving Congress elsewhere since, wherever  it 
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went,, it would have to face anew the same unruly masses that it had pressumably left behind? 

Consideringg that at the time the Sociedad Patriotica was busily opening branches everywhere 

throughoutt  Venezuela, this argument must have already carried considerable weight with the 

majorit yy (ibid:209). 

Finally,, Paul's clinching argument for  retaining Caracas as the seat of Congress was the 

rapidit yy with which in this city the executive could assist Congress enforcing its resolutions 

againstt  any resistance from the public, if necessary by using militar y force (ibid). Perhaps the 

cruciall  turnin g point in the entire debate came when Juan German Roscio, the most prominent 

memberr  of the moderate, Enlightenment wing within the minority , and about whom I will have 

moree to say shortly, proposed having all 'publi c opinion', not just its most unruly components, 

excludedd from Congress. Already insinuating the 'politics of exemplarity'  that will be among my 

mainn topics of discussion in the next chapter, Roscio alluded to the "truth "  that, "resides in each 

man,""  insisting that only 

thee ignorance and "denaturalization"  of some perverse men make the rest deviate and 

incurr  in error  (ibid:210). 

Althoughh Hebrard says nothing in this respect, it is surely not irrelevant that it was in the context 

off  invoking man's inner  "truth "  that Roscio 

reassertedd (...) the imperative of excluding the corporations and the individuals that erect 

themselvess between the people and its representatives, 

thereby y 

revealingg a conception of conflictuality in terms of morality (ibid:210). 

Ass this and the succeeding chapters will make abundantly clear, it is precisely because according 

too Roscio and others sharing his views the nation's representatives exemplarily embodied in the 

stagee of the polity everyone's inner  "truth, "  that they were entitled to represent the community. 
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Forr  reasons that will become clearer, the entire representative relation hinged on this very 

exemplarity.. According to it as the delegates of the 'general will '  the representatives embodied 

everyone'ss 'better'  self that, otherwise, was buried beneath a conflicting maze of everyday's 

desiress and which the machinations of evil men hopelessly occluded. The situation could not be 

moree desperate since, beyond any philosophical flourishes, the precise referent for  this kind of 

occlusionn in the Venezuelan case was the form of sans-culotte democracy which, raging right 

outsidee Congress, threatened to overwhelm any principl e of government. Hence the urgent need 

too institute proper  political representation for  which purpose, however, it was imperative to seal-

offf  the sphere of Congress and constitute it as a theater. 

Butt  I am again running ahead of my argument. What I need to point out here is that, in 

whatt  amounted to a considerable turnaround on the part of the 'majority' , the moderate minority' s 

propositionn to exclude all intermediate organs from the sphere of political representation was 

finallyfinally  unanimously approved by all the deputies. In what effectively amounted to the complete 

sealing-offf  of the political sphere from the rest of society not just the Sociedad Patriotica but all 

thee intermediate organs of 'public opinion' such as municipal councils and other  corporate bodies 

would,, from then on, be excluded from the sphere of political representation. Sealed-off from 

'society''  from then on Congress would be the laboratory were 'publi c opinion*  was autonomously 

fabricatedd and unanimously proclaimed as the expression of the general will . 

Whatt  had happened between the initial , hesitant moments in the moderate minority' s 

argumentationn and the triomphant finale? From an initia l moment in which views were sharply 

dividedd among seemingly irreconcilable positions to the final crystallization in the floor of 

Congresss of a new consensus from which only the few members of the Sociedad Patriotica where 

excluded,, reduced now on the debated issue to the status of an inarticulat e minorit y something 

decisivee had indeed transpired. Something, moreover, which the evidence suggests was brought 

aboutt  largely through the delicate use which the deputies from the moderate minorit y made of the 

termm 'publi c opinion' in their  interventions. A use that, I propose, from an initia l moment of 

divisionn among the representatives was able to induce a reshuffling and refiguration of the forces 

withinn Congress that finally resulted in their  rearrangement in a novel configuration and the 

questionn is how. 
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Indeed,, at least in part, the rethorical efficacy of the minority' s propositions was surely 

contingentt  on the calculated ambiguity of their  discourse. It was, in other  words, the deliberate 

semanticc uncertainty in which until the very end he kept the term 'public opinion' that allowed 

thiss discourse to do its job. To which 'publi c opinion' was Paul, for  example, alluding to very 

timee he used the term in order  to decisively redirect his arguments? Was he just thinkin g of the 

revolutionaryy crowds assembled in Caracas and other  cities throughout Venezuela or  did he have 

inn mind the whole of 'publi c opinion? And if the latter, was it something good as he first  seems to 

suggestt  when he recommended Caracas as the best seat of Congress or  was 'public opinion' 

somethingg from which the domain of political representation should be rigorously sealed-off? 

Al ll  and none of the above, something that probably did not escape the attention of at least 

thee most astute deputies. Surely the success of this discursive strategy was partly contingent on 

suspendingg until the very end any decision concerning these opposed meanings, allowing 

listenerss to make up whatever  they wished according to their  interests. Thus, in a first,  initia l 

momentt  Paul's formulations could be heard by the few members of the Sociedad Patriotica as an 

endorsementt  of their  own position and so they were probably received. This even if it could be 

easilyy demonstrated for  example on the basis of Roscio's writing s or, more to the point, by the 

moderatee minority' s proposal to seal-off Congress that what Paul, Roscio, Sanz and others 

understoodd by 'publi c opinion' was far  removed from the sans-culotte democracy which the term 

evokedd every time that it was pronounced by one of the radicals. This deliberate ambiguity 

probablyy momentarily neutralized the Jacobins, in any case long enough so that the next 

discursivee move by the moderate minorit y could produce its effects. 

Whenn Paul next criticized taking Congress out of Caracas on the ground of the 

ubiquitousnesss of 'publi c opinion' he probably counted on the ability of the provincial deputies to 

pickk up the shift in his intended meaning. It was not 'public opinion' in the gallant, enlightened 

sensee of gentlemen exchanging wits in one or  another  salon that Paul was now signaling to his 

intendedd audience, but the rabble. Just outside Congress, let us not forget that it was this rabble 

thatt  at any time could fill  the premises like magma. Under  the prevailing circumstances the 

majorit yy deputies must have hung to Paul's words like a lifesaver  taking them for  what they 

actuallyy were. Namely, an invitation to depose any rigid  stance and hurriedl y make a deal. In 
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otherr  words, the semantic shift in the usage of the buzz term 'publi c opinion' was probably 

receivedd by the majorit y as signaling the opportunity to reach some kind of compromise behind 

thee backs of the radicals, temporarily caught off-guard by the moderate minority' s discursive 

sawyness.. Under  the harrowing circumstances the shift must have signaled the majorit y that this 

indeedd was perhaps their  last chance, one final opportunity to cut losses and if things came to that 

evenn save one's skin. 

Whatt  was the proposed deal? On one level things probably appeared straightforward 

enoughh to thee radicals for  whom it was just a matter  of gathering enough votes for  the decision to 

keepp the Congress in Caracas as the site of the only trul y enlightened public opinion throughout 

Venezuela.. Either  that or  they were just forced to go along, caught off-guard so to speak by the 

moderates''  discursive maneuvers and the realignment of forces within Congress that they rapidly 

provoked.. For  the provincial majority , on the other  hand, at least initiall y the deal must have 

seemedd a matter  of just giving up on their  ambition to wrest Congress away from Caracas thereby 

offsettingg the city's hegemonic pretensions. This in exchange for  the veiled promise in Paul's 

wordss of doing something about the masses outside since, after  all, his subtle discursive shift had 

alreadyy signaled that, wherever  Congress was located, there indeed was an urgent need to control 

thee rabble. 

Whenn Paul went on next to recommend the excellences of Caracas in terms of the ease 

withh which, given the above pressing need, in this city both executive and militar y power  could 

bee mustered to enforce the resolutions of Congress against any possible 'public'  resistance all the 

cardss were finally  on the table. It was now crystal clear  that beyond all rhetorical flourishes and 

cleverr  discursive moves the real urgent issue, one that should take precedence and even override 

anyy other  concern, is that Congress was a beleaguered institution. Only the possibility of 

expedientlyy using militar y force kept Congress apart from a 'society' ready to break through its 

rampartss at the slightest opportunity. To insist under  such circumstances on making subtle 

distinctionss between 'good' and 'bad' public opinions, letting the first in while leaving the second 

outsidee was to have entirely missed the point. What was urgently needed is for  the deputies to 

presentt  a seamlessly united front  to the outside world while sealing-off the sphere of political 

representationn as tightly as possible from 'society'. 
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Thee point was not lost on the 'majority' , and, from then on a series of measures which 

dreww an ever  more sharply delineated protective circle around Congress were passed with their 

approval.. One of these measures was the already mentioned crucial decision to exclude all 

intermediatee institutions, not only the Sociedad Patriotica from Congress (ibid:210). Given their 

rolee as the privileged sites where the emergent elites from the provinces articulated and 

expressedd their  interests, in excluding the municipal councils from the sphere of representation 

thiss measure unequivocally turned Congress into the exclusive site where, from then on, public 

opinionn would be manufactured and expressed. Another  related measure was the article of the 

Constitutionn that categorically forbid any assembly of armed or  unarmed citizens unless it was 

convenedd by the constituted authorities. Any such unauthorized gathering 

wil ll  be dissolved first  by means of verbal commands and, whenever  necessary, will be 

destroyedd through the use of weapons in the case of resistance or  tenacious obstinacy 

(Chapterr  DC, General Dispositives. Art 216; cited in Hebrard, 1998:222). 

Adamantlyy opposed by at least one member of the Sociedad Patriotica, this constitutional clause 

iss a good example of the determination to restrict any collective political expression to the 

specializedd sphere of congress. Something similar  may be said of the decision that only 

individual ss can "petition "  Congress. Stipulating that they cannot be made "i n the name of a 

corporatee body"  or  "of the sovereign people"  since such petitions are "individua l and not the 

expressionn of the general will "  (ibid:220), the Constitution carefully enumerated the sanctions 

befallingg anyone disregarding Congress' representative monopoly: 

thee citizen or  citizens that contravene this paragraph, tramplin g upon the respect and the 

venerationn owed to the representation and the voice of the people, that only expresses 

itselff  by means of the general will or  through the organ of his legitimate Representatives 

inn the Legislatures will be persecuted, jailed and judged according to the law (Chapter  IX. 

Generall  Dispositives. Art.215. Cited in Hebrard, 1998:220-221). 

Oncee again it was a matter  of Congress claiming for  itself, as the repository of the general will , 
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thee exclusive right  of representing the nation in a unanimous fashion. 

Itt  is plausible to say that before Paul's intervention the provincial deputies only 

constitutedd a 'majority '  in the numerical sense of the term since their  own internal differences and 

contradictionss prevented it from acting as such. It is true that they all agreed on crucial issues 

suchh as the desirability of taking Congress away from Caracas or  on making the sphere of 

representationn porous to the needs and interests of their  constituencies. Yet when it came to their 

votingg behavior  all semblance of unity easily fell apart as their  tendency to privilege their  own 

constituenciess above those of the other  representatives took over. The potential for  divisiveness 

wass such that, for  example, the hypothetical question of where to move Congress could in 

principl ee receive any number  of answers, as many as there where towns or  'pueblos' from which 

thee representatives drew their  support. The same may be said of the term 'people' or  'pueblo' 

which,, as used by the representatives was fraught with such an ambiguity that it turned 

representationn into a potentially extraordinaril y divisive issue. Did sovereignty reside in the 

nation'ss 'people', the singular  'pueblo' which the revolutionary ideologies of the time understood 

ass a homogeneous entity? Or  did it rather  reside in the pluralized 'pueblos' as the Ancien Régime 

entitiess which the deputies represented in congress? The range of possible answers to these 

questionss already gives an idea of why nation building would remain an enterprise fraught with 

uncertaintiess in the years to come. It also illuminates the fragilities of any temporary alliance 

withinn Congress and the difficultie s of turning any numerical superiority into a real majority . 

Thiss all to some extent changed after  Paul and Roscio's interventions and the ensuing 

resolutionn to exclude all intermediate institutions from the sphere of political representation. To 

beginn with, this decision meant the triumph of the Roussean notion of the general will against the 

federalistt  inspiration of the American revolutionary model. Ideologically purged from any 

internall  differences and divisive sectional interests the 'nation' which, from then on, Congress 

wouldd unequivocally represent was a unified, homogeneous entity even if in actuality it was 

internallyy rent by all sorts of divisions. But what is at least as important is that as a result of this 

ideologicall  operation the sphere of representation itself was constituted as a seamless domain the 

unityy of which was in keeping with that of the nation's general will . Even if during the 

deliberationss the representatives would sternly debate their  differences the final, unanimous 
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resolutionss reached through this process should offer  'society' an image of unity from which any 

tracess of difference had been thoroughly purged. If necessary, the appearance of unanimity was to 

bee protected by the "secret"  which, as proposed by Roscio, would deny 'society' information as 

cruciall  as, for  example, how many of the different "pueblos"  represented in Congress actually 

refusedd the "general oath"  in favor  of independence (Hebrard, 1998:217). Although in principl e 

referrin gg to the level of the represented, Roscio' "secret"  minimally casts doubts on the 

presumedd unanimity of all the Venezuelan representatives vis-a-vis an issue as crucial as 

Independence.. Unless one assumes a strange divorce between the representatives and their 

constituencies,, the Founding Father's reticence in other  words suggests that, ceremonially 

invokedd by a later  historiography, whatever  unanimity there was regarding this issue was itself 

deliberatelyy contrived in the inner  sanctum of Congress at the very moment of Independence. In 

generall  one might say that Roscio's "secret"  was the means of stopping any leakages that would 

reveall  to the outside world that the sphere of political representation was considerably more rent 

thann the wholesome image of unity that the congressmen presented to 'society'. It is at this 

momentt  that something so distinctive of the Venezuelan republican experiment as is the 

fetishizationn of unity over  any expression of differences really began. 

Doess this mean, however, that just because of the alluded ideological operations all 

differencess were magically purged from both the represented and the representative instances of 

thee emergent political unit? It is here that considering the congressional negotiations that led to 

thee exclusion of "society"  from Congress as a field of exchanges among the conflicting interests 

provess useful. It is precisely through these negotiations that the societal differences that could no 

longerr  express themselves in the fluid give and take between Congress and the different orders 

andd interest groups of 'society' migrated into the sphere of representation itself. And this in two 

ways.. One was the very federal form of the Constitutional text which, wrapped in the rhetoric of 

thee 'general will' , nevertheless made room for  the expression o all forms of particularism and 

difference.. I wil l have to say more about this for  in the penultimate chapter  of this dissertation. 

Thee other  way in which the differences that had been suppressed from the image of the 

representedd nation resurfaced right  within the sphere of representation itself was by means of the 

veryy public persona of the representatives. It was as if the expression of difference had migrated 
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forr  good from these representative's public words to their  bodily appearance and demeanor  since, 

fromfrom  then on, it was these two that were in charge of signaling those very differences that could 

noo longer  be expressed in official discourse. In other  words, these representatives' own grandiose 

publicc gestures and studiedly posed encounters were now the semiotic domain where, in a 

backhandedd way, difference could be indirectly articulated and expressed. Bereft of the 

possibilityy of openly expressing differences and particularitie s as the public intermediaries of the 

livelyy give and take between their  own constituencies and the sphere of Congress, the 

Venezuelann representatives were now and for  times to come largely reduced to expressing them 

byy means of their  very own public bodily appearances. 

Beyondd their  unanimous resolutions, from then on every time these representatives 

paradedd themselves to 'society' it was their  very own monumentalized persona which, together 

withh the neoclassical flourishes of their  public speech, presented the audience with a living text 

weree difference and particularit y could be read past the "virtuous "  proclamations of republican 

"unity" .. And even if, at one level, all the representatives were eager  to emulate each other 

throughh the endless replay and overelaboration of a shared repertoire of images, tropes and 

neoclassicall  gestures, at another  things worked otherwise. At this other, unofficial level everyone 

intimatelyy knew that regardless of appearances that 'pompous figurehead gesturing over  there is 

mine'.. Even though through his ceaseless rhetorical flourishes about the virtu e of the republic he 

seemss to speak for  all everyone intimately knows that Tie speaks only to me'. It is, in other  words, 

nott  just anyone's but the specific interests of each of the members of his intended audience that 

hiss grandiose neoclassical repertoire of phrases and gestures really expresses. That is to say, not 

justt  anybody's interests but my own, those of my own town, social class, corporate body, 

neighborhoodd and even family. 

Thee representative's political efficacy was partly contingent on this tacit understanding 

betweenn him and at least the most privileged sectors of his audience. For  the others, the 

revolutionaryy crowds, his universalizing discourse mimicked and addressed their  own 

homogenizingg experience in the spaces vacated by the monarch's disappearance. A janus-

character,, with his official face the representative addressed from Congress the crowds that were 

emergentt  with the new republic while winking with their  unofficial one at his constituency's 
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sectionall  interests. All of which is to say that, sealed-off from 'society,'  the sphere of 

representationn became a theatrical stage, a theatre were the audience was treated to a multi leveled 

performance.. In this stage the representatives paraded themselves to the nation as a 

monumentalizedd gallery of 'notables'. And, as such, their  pompous neoclassical demeanor  and 

studiedlyy posed encounters now came to express both the universal and the particular , both an 

officiall  realm of republican equality and virtu e and an unofficial one of stubbornly persisting 

differences.. Itself prepared by the discursive and ideological operations which sealed-off the 

institutionn from 'society', it is from this time on that Congress was transmuted into a theatrical 

stage.. To the masses' "deadly"  theater, which the Caracas' Municipal Council's declaration from 

18122 so thoroughly decried, Congress now succeeded in opposing an exemplary theater  for  the 

masses. . 

Itt  is probably at this moment when societal differences were reified through the very 

-- bodies of the representatives that the time-honored figure of the "notable"  first  emerged with 

consequencess that are still with us today. Indeed, until the very present these "notables"  have 

playedd a crucial role in the life of the Republic figuring,  for  example, through every major 

politicall  and constitutional crisis as the nation's last resource to bring about a return to normality. 

TheThe Republican Stage 

Yet,, surely, something more was needed than just sealing-off Congress for  the wondrous 

transformationn of deputies into exemplary icons to take place. What needs, in other  words, 

explainingg is not simply the transfiguration of the Venezuelan representatives into living 

monuments,, expressing the universality of the law, something that to some extent I have already 

done,, but why such living monuments came to be endowed with exemplarity. And, for  this 

purpose,, it does not suffice to invoke the various gestures whereby 'Congress' and 'society' were 

sharplyy demarcated from each other. Even if such demarcating gestures can partiall y account for 

thee eventual fetishization of societal differences through the very bodies and gestures of the 

representatives,, in and of themselves they do not tell us why such ponderous fetishes became 

imbuedd with exemplary value. 

Also,, even if it was unthinkable without it in and of itself the constitution of the sphere of 
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politicall  representation into a secluded domain cannot account either  for  another  closely related 

andd equally momentous development. Namely, the dual transfiguration of this sphere into a 

theatricall  stage and of the new nation's overall population into a passive audience ideally glued to 

suchh a stage. Understanding this transfiguration is crucial because, after  all, it was only from such 

aa theatricalized political stage that the newly monumentalized representatives could aspire to 

radiatee exemplarity to their  audience-nation. Indeed the link between theatricalization and 

monumentalizationn is such that, as I will suggest, one cannot conceive of the representatives 

turnin gg into exemplary icons without viewing this transformation as itself a through and through, 

thoroughlyy theatrical performance. 

Arguablyy the most long-lasting legacy of the constitutionalism of the First Republic to the 

politicall  imaginary of the nation, such an enduring effect of exemplarity could not have emerged 

simplyy from excluding 'society' from the realm of political representation. In different degrees, 

andd according to somewhat different modalities, such an exclussion is itself intrinsi c to the 

workingss of western parliamentary democracy everywhere, not just Venezuela. Yet, to my 

knowledge,, it is only in Venezuela and other  Caribbean nations, notably Cuba and the Dominican 

Republic,, where the local notables exhibit the irrepressible tendency to congeal before History as 

aa talkative collection of exemplary icons. And, that I am aware, it is only in this "Torri d Zone" 

(Sanzz in Castro Leiva, 1991a:31-32) that such living icons manage right  beneath the blazing 

glaree to pull-off what on all accounts is a remarkable feat laden with trul y incalculable 

consequences.211 That is, to grace every public occasion with phrases, poses and gestures which, 

ass the local saying goes, are "made for  marble,"  i.e., ready to be inmortalized in some noble 

materiall  while, all along and by these very same bodily means, signaling to the audience an 

altogetherr  different scene. 

21.. Writing about how, on account of the differential "violence" of their passions penal laws cannot be the same for all 
thee different peoples throughout the "globe," Miguel José Sanz called for a more lenient legislation for the men of 
Venezuela.. According to this founding father, precisely because these men had to "oppose a vigorous resistance to the 
forcee of a vehement passion," the laws applying to them should take into account the struggle. As he put it, it all came 
downn to the fact that 'those who wander through the scorched sand dunes of the Torrid Zone possess certain inclinations 
thatt are more vehement than the ones that are characteristic of those inhabiting the frozen countries of the cold Zones" 
(Sanzz in Leiva, 1987:32). 
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Somethingg else was therefore needed for this exclusion to have had in Venezuela the kind 

off  long lasting socio-cultural impact that I claim it did. In order to gain some insight into this 

extraa something I turn now to the writings of Miguel Jose Sanz and Juan German Roscio. 

Themselvess two of the main founding fathers of the nation and, along with Francisco de Miranda 

amongg the most articulate spokesmen of the Independence movement against Spain, both Sanz 

andd Roscio were the most prominent ideologues of what I have here called the Enlightenment 

wingg of the revolution. While their differences were by no means negligible, with Roscio 

advocatingg some mitigated form of federalism and Sanz decidedly in favor of state centralization, 

inn terms of my present argument it is their similarities that most count. Both of their writings 

expressedd a similar anxious urge to contain what they viewed as a dangerous form of anarchic 

sans-culottesans-culotte democracy threatening with drowning the revolution in a sea of indiscriminate 

violence.. The dilemma which they both faced was how to set up some viable form of 

representativee democracy based on notions of freedom, liberty and equality while, at the same 

time,, shutting close the flood-gates of the polity to the crowd outside. 

Thiss tension may be traced all throughout their writings, but here I just wish to 

foregroundd that, especially in the case of Roscio, deflecting the threat from the crowd entailed a 

wholee republican pedagogy of desire.22 While sans-culotte democracy was according to them 

rootedd in the crowd's unbridled and licentious passions and desires, particularly for Roscio the 

strengthh and survival of a representative form of democracy inspired by principles of reason and 

justicee was contingent on an altogether different desiring economy. As Luis Castro Leiva has 

suggestedd in an illuminating essay, a crucial stake in these inaugural writings was the articulation 

off  an "eloquence" or a "rhetorics of freedom" capable of stirring the general population away 

fromfrom their base passions while awakening in their midst an undivided 'love' and loyalty for the 

newlyy established republic (Castro Leiva, 1991a:20). Appealing to both rationality and pathos, 

forr analytical purposes it is possible to discern within this republican rhetorics both an 

"eloquencee of passions" and "of reasons" supplementing one another (ibid:25-42). While the 

22.. Sanz was mostly concerned with confronting the "license" of the crowd with an abstract legislative apparatus 
capablee of fighting the threat of anarchy with the majesty of its abstract universal imperatives. 
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formerr  "eloquence"  strived to awaken the 'right '  kind of passions so that the republic could count 

onn the enduring love' of its citizens, the latter  was aimed at rationally persuading everyone of the 

goodnesss and superiority of the republican polity as the incarnation of the universality of the law. 

Fromm the start this republican rhetoric opposed the "bestiality "  of the state of nature to the 

"sweet""  comforts of 'society' where the rule of law prevailed. Indeed, in all its universalistic 

rationality ,, it was the law itself that was paraded by this rhetorics as the sole object worthy of the 

citizens''  undivided love. All the considerable powers of seduction of which it was capable went, 

precisely,, into eliciting from everyone a passionate attachment and subjection to the law. For  this 

purpose,, this inaugural eloquence yoked pathos to reasons so that the rational attachment of all to 

thee polity could count on the requisite wealth of "virtuous "  emotions. Understood as a state of 

single-mindedd devotion to the chaste and majestic laws of the republic, "virtue "  was the defining 

qualityy of the passions that this republican rhetoric aimed to cultivate in the citizens. So central 

wass the law to the thinkin g of these first  republicans that in their  writing s the laws of the republic 

andd the fatherland were often referred interchangeably as if the two were one and the same thing. 

Nott  the soil, blood and guts of a later  nationalism but the "wise"  laws of the republican polity 

weree what for  these enlightened precursors the fatherland was all about. 

Soo much did the fatherland amount to the laws of the republic in their  thinkin g that, as the 

followingg passage from Sanz suggests, they saw no discernible difference between the kinds of 

lovee to which each was entitled: 

thee one who respects and obeys the law, loves his fatherland, and in order  to preserve it, 

too calmly enjoy the benefits that it bestows on him, he develops that kind of intense love 

thatt  is known with the name of patriotism (ibid:23). 

Articulatedd both in their  more openly theoretical treatises as well as through public speech and 

otherr  discursive genres such as letter  writing , it was the task of this inaugural republican rhetorics 

preciselyy to "develop"  in everyone this kind of "intense"  patrioti c "love" . Only such a sentiment 

wouldd be capable of replacing the restless and divisive pursuit by the crowds of a limitless series 

off  objects of desire with a passionate attachment to the abstract and universal laws of the polity. 

Inn lieu, then, of a desiring that could only result in anarchy, with everyone stepping out of any 
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conceivablee order and wrestling to appropriate for themselves the symbolic and economic goods 

whichh by right belonged to others, republican eloquence sought to instill in all a virtuous love for 

thee law as the serene and abstract instance which unified the polity. For reasons that will be 

clarifiedd in the next chapter, it is important to point out that Sanz's restless desiring, what he 

calledd imitation" amounted to the disquieting powers of mimesis that, if left undeterred, 

eventuallyy ruined any principle of reason or order. As Sanz himself put it, 

menn act more through imitation than through reason, and, allowing themselves to be 

preoccupiedd by authorities and examples, establish principles that are opposed to 

evidencee and to reason (Sanz in Castro Leiva, 1991a:33). 

Thee results are not all that surprising considering that, according to Castro Leiva, for Sanz 

imitationn is an effect of sympathy. Sympathy, an emotional force. Preoccupation, an 

obsessionn weaved by the imagination, reinforced by more and more passions...(Castro 

Leiva,, 1991a:33) 

andd all of which issuing in a spiraling proliferation of images and desires that, as an antidote, call 

forr "another ideal of reason," for the "convenience of artifice so as to make viable the idea of 

orderr in society." Or, what came down to the same, of the citizens' 'union', itself sustained and 

madee possible by their undivided love of the law expressive of their 'general will ' (ibid). 

Itt follows that a long lasting outcome of the conundrums faced by Venezuela's first 

republicann experiment was the relocation of unity as a supreme value embodied in the very text 

off  the constitution. As opposed to the United States where the constitution codified the 

diversifiedd rights and aspirations of the community, in Venezuela the Constitutional text became 

fetishizedd as an embodiment of an abstract and unified polity for which the assertion of any 

differencee was anathema. Becoming a member of such a polity entailed giving up all anarchic 

desiress in exchange for the undivided love of the law as an emanation of the universal standing 

overr and against any expression of particularity. Indeed, it is such an abstract universality that 

sharplyy set 'society,' as an inherently political state, apart from the state of nature. As the 
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followingg passage where Castro Leiva summarizes much of the significance of much of what 

wentt  on in Venezuela's founding texts clearly suggests, itself modeled after  both the Greek and 

Romann polis it is only by entering such a lawfully instituted 'society' that in the company of 

otherss everyone can assume their  common humanity: 

itt  is indispensable to refrain  the nature of the brute that animates our  violent inclinations. 

Politicss starts there where prescriptions are established. In the negation of the passional 

strengthh of the Violent inclinations' resides the foundation of the new liberty: without law 

theree is no possibility of becoming a man, even less a free man (ibid:21). 

Beyondd stating what its main motivations and objectives were, something that Castro 

Leivaa admirably succeeds in doing, one might still wonder  how it is that the moderate 

republicanss thought that such objectives were to be achieved. Granted that the main goal of 

authorss such as Roscio and Sanz was to have everyone give up their  divisively desiring natures in 

exchangee for  an undivided love of the law. Yet this still does not tell us anything about how to go 

aboutt  eliciting such a dramatic turnaround. In other  words, since rhetorics was these authors' 

chosenn instrument by which rhetorical means could people be persuaded to give up license and 

becomee virtuous citizens? Such a goal appears highly improbable considering the sheer  brutish 

intensityy of the passions and desires with which the 'state of nature' was, in their  view, invested. 

Givenn this sheer  intensity and the lack among primitiv e men of any discernible temporal gap 

betweenn their  (mimetic) desires and their  realization, it is not clear  why anyone would have 

wantedd to give up such a state of instant gratification for  the austere and ever  delayed pleasures 

off  living in a virtuous polity. 

Att  this point we finally  arrive at the tacit strategic role which especially Roscio assigned 

inn his writing s to the setting up of a republican stage capable of arousing in the audience the kind 

off  mimetic desires needed to turn its members into virtuous citizens, both loving and respecting 

off  the law. Not that the superiority of the law was itself in any doubt. As "prohibition, "  it 

possessedd "al l the splendor  of its virtuous potentiality"  to suppress anything running against the 

goodd and the just (ibid:21-22). In and of itself, however, without any supplementation at least 

accordingg to Roscio the law could not realize its noble potential. In order  for  it to work on 
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everyonee its 'virtuous' effects the law needed to be loved, and, for  this purpose, it had to be put on 

stagee as the convenient "artifice "  (Sanz) that was required in order  to elicit this love. It was, in 

otherr  words, necessary to somehow antropomorphize the law and put it on stage as an exemplary 

figurefigure worthy of imitation and with which all could readily identify. Only through such mimetic 

meanss could the law turn into an object of desire, a collective model which everyone could aspire 

too realize in their  own lives. Regardless of how things eventually turned out, and as I will 

indicatee in the next chapter  when tested this inaugural republican theater  nearly collapsed at least 

initiall yy proving less than effective, this at any rate is how someone like Roscio conceived of the 

finall  goal of his carefully crafted eloquence. 

Forr  reasons having to do with a prevailing neoclassical aesthetics which, since before the 

Frenchh revolution, made of the 'new' a reiteration of 'old' Greek and Roman precedents, in this 

emergentt  rhetorics it was the figure of the 'tribune' that was charged with putting the law on 

stage,, thereby endowing it with recognizably human features. In the centrality that more or  less 

explicitlyy Sanz and Roscio both granted to this figure they stayed close to Rousseau for  whom 

thee 'republican tribune' presided over  a long and illustriou s republican genealogy. According to 

Rousseauu no less than the Romans, that quintessential Enlightenment and revolutionary paragon 

off  republican virtue, "made of the tribunes republics and of the republic tribunes."  (Castro Leiva, 

1991a:26).. Recently Lacoue-Labarthe has convincingly argued the extent to which in spite of 

disclaimerss this tribunal republic was for  Rousseau after  all a theater  (Lacoue-Labarthe, 

2002:132). . 

Att  least tacitly if not always explicitly, as much as elsewhere also in Venezuela the lofty 

andd theatrical figure of the tribune was the enunciating subject of the "cry "  which republican 

rhetori cc sounded at the abyss of the state of nature to summon everyone from their  bestial 

conditionn into 'society'. All the pathetic force and the reasoning eloquence of which this rhetorics 

wass capable was directed at keeping everyone focused on the republican 'tribune' s statuesque 

appearance.. As the grave and lofty actor  that he was, it was his own exemplary speech, gestures 

andd demeanor  which, right  from the very center  of the political stage, were in charge of publicly 

proclaimingg the higher  virtues of the republic. The grandiloquent eloquence with which this 

figuree praised these virtues while, all along, declaiming in high-sounding accents the supreme 
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valuee and authority of the law was aimed at unleashing powerful associations in the audience, or, 

att  the very least, in its most educated segments. As I more extensively argue in the next two 

chapters,, from the beginning and increasingly over  time everyone learned to identify the aura of 

thee republic with the imposing figure of the tribun e as its preeminent, most accomplished 

embodiment.. Themselves part of a citational strategy which since the closing decades of the 

colonyy under  the Bourbons increasingly permeated educational and state institutions, as well as 

civicc and religious ritual,  the eloquent pathetism of the republican tribune instantly proclaimed to 

alll  the illustriou s Roman ancestry of which he was the living successor. 

Evenn admitting that it was the republican tribune that was the emblematic figure which 

Sanz'ss and Roscio's rhetoric implicitl y elevated as the preeminent object of emulation and 

imitationn it is, however, still not clear  how anyone could be persuaded of loving' such a bore. 

Consideringg how lively, colorful and varied the objects of desire in the state of nature are, the 

questionn naturally arises as to why on earth anyone would have wanted to trade the thril l of 

chasingg after  them for  the dubious rewards of a passive and absorbed contemplation of the 

republicann tribune. Substituting passive 'love' for  lustful 'desire' (ibid:31) how, in other  words, 

couldd anyone possibly come to both love and desire such a preachy, melancholy figure gesturing 

att  an audience from the brightly-li t stage of the polity? 

Thee answer, which I have already intimated, is by learning to desire otherwise; it was this 

rhetoricall yy induced desire that republican 'love' was all about. From the beginning it was all a 

matterr  of changing how everyone desired since the existing predatory ways were useless to the 

republicann project (ibid:36-37). The question is, of course, how such a radical change could be 

possiblyy accomplished. A sufficiently complex topic in itself, only an entire study devoted to the 

rolee of rhetoric and the theater  in education and other  contemporary practices both at the end of 

thee colony and during the transition to the republic could hope approaching anything like a 

satisfactoryy answer  to this question. On the basis of some tantalizing assertions by Roscio and 

otherr  relevant information, all I can do here is to offer  some tentative suggestions on how the 

moderatee republicans, especially Roscio, thought that the change from active, lustful desire to 

contemplativee 'love' could be made to happen. 

Thee republican alchemy for  inducing such a momentous change was an artful blending of 
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thee space of the theater  with one or  two precious assumptions. To begin with, not all desiring in 

thee state of nature was bad. Pass the destructive and disorderly passions characteristic of this 

uncivill  condition it was possible to discern in all men an unfulfille d longing for  transcendence. It 

wass the task of the emergent rhetoric to tap into this underdeveloped emotional kernel and use 

thiss longing as a lever  to lif t everyone into the realm of the ideal. All the reason and pathos of 

whichh this rhetoric was capable aimed at nothing other  than to stir  this fund of emotions so as to 

provokee in all some powerfully upliftin g effects. Acting on the soul much like a magnet, at least 

ass envisaged by its main practitioners republican eloquence was a means of powerfully drawing 

everyone'ss gaze upwards towards the ideal and away from any brutish pursuit (ibid:29, 30, 36-

37). . 

Forr  such an upliftin g effect to have trul y long lasting consequences it was, nevertheless, 

necessaryy that one further  condition was met. Namely, that when this ascending gaze occurred 

thee theatrical machinery of the state was already there, well in place and ready to receive it with 

thee radiant spectacle of the republic. Or, perhaps more precisely, of the republic's tribunes 

gesticulatingg from the raised stage of the polity to an audience assembled in the dark below. If, as 

thee early republicans believed, loving the fatherland was to love the laws of the Republic since, 

afterr  all, it was these laws that the fatherland was ultimately all about, how other  than through 

figurationn can one possibly account for  such a strong emotion being aroused by entities so 

completelyy abstract and forbidding? 

Inn order  to understand this demand for  figuration  it is enough to consider  the belief, with 

goodd reason widely held at the time, that not even for  a second would the fatherland be able to 

lastt  without the fervent patriotism of its children. Yet, that being the case, one may very well 

wonderr  how the first republicans could have possibly expected their  abstract, disembodied 

fatherlandd to have aroused such intense patrioti c feelings. How, that is, without in all its legalistic 

beingg the fatherland itself incarnating in some exemplary figures worthy of the love, respect and 

admirationn of all and with which, moreover, everyone could readily identify. Regardless of how 

cruciall  it was to the well-being of the polity, in the absence of such a vivid figuralit y it is indeed 

hardd to imagine anyone developing that "kin d of intense love that is known with the name of 

patriotism""  (ibid:23). 
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Praisedd with great pathos by Sanz, to which the preceding definition belongs, and all the 

otherr  early republicans as the quintessential republican sentiment such patriotism would have 

rapidlyy withered in contact with the legalistic fatherland that they all had in mind. It suffices with 

briefl yy tryin g to picture anyone loving such an abstract, forbiddin g entity to dissipate any 

lingeringg doubts as to the meaning that the anxious search for  figurality  had in their  rhetorical 

exertions.. The sheer  absurdity of anyone wasting love on such an unappealing fatherland, 

strippedd bare of any sensuous bearings and languidly wasting away in the no-man's land of some 

aridd body of legislation, should be more than evident. In any case, at least tacitly, the absurdity of 

thee scene surely did not escape at least the shrewdest among them, hence the figurative leanings 

off  both Sanz and (especially) Roscio's eloquence and the centrality that they both assigned to the 

figurefigure of the republican 'tribune' in their  writings. 

Ass the living embodiment of the abstract universality of the law, fully powdered and 

''  elegantly attired it was the role of the republican tribune to perform in the political stage 

preciselyy as a sensuous, potent foci of love and identification. Only the sobering and austere yet 

alsoo intensely pathetic spectacle of those "illustriou s males"  gesturing from the raised stage of the 

polityy to an audience below could possibly have convinced anyone of the higher  virtues of the 

republic.. It was only their  noble statuesque demeanor, as well as the intense pathetism of their 

exemplaryy gestures and speech, that at least in principl e could command the loving allegiance of 

alll  to the recently instituted republic. And yet, given the strength of the other  desires in the state 

off  nature, even if we assign to everyone an unrealized love of transcendence we still do not know 

why,, beyond the initia l fascination, anyone would have wished to remain glued to the republican 

stage.. In other  words, beyond the occasional viewing frisson, is not one to expect people after  a 

whilee withdrawin g their  gaze from the dull republican spectacle to let it wander  across the more 

excitingg scenery of the world beyond? 

If ,, at least in theory, there was no risk of any of this happening this is because, much like 

anyy other, the republican theater  was more than just the stage. The theater  that was inherent both 

inn the rhetorical apparatus of the early republicans as well as, in a more practical level, in their 

decisionn to seal-off Congress so as to constitute the political into a segregated domain of 

representationn was not the aleatory spectacle that anyone is free to either  watch or  simply look 
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thee other  way. Rather, this theater, of which the sphere of political representation was the 

preeminentt  embodiment, was an elaborate spatial lay out complete with foyer, auditorium, 

orchestra-pit,, stage and back-stage all of it enclosed within the walls separating the scene of 

politicall  representation unfolding 'inside' from the wider  world 'outside'. 

Nott  the jeering crowds of the initia l stages of the Independence movement but a 

collectionn of isolated individuals, such is the audience which authors like, for  example, Roscio 

hadd envisaged for  this theater. Al l quietly occupying their  separate seats in the dark, this audience 

wass ideally expected to maintain the proper  decorum all throughout the spectacle unfolding in 

thee brightly-li t stage of the polity. And in case anyone was tempted to trade his or  her  assigned 

passivityy for  a more active participation in the political stage, a strict demarcation between this 

stagee and the audience was there to enforce the neat distributio n of roles between actors and 

spectatorss on which the entire spectacle was predicated. A good indication of how the early 

republicanss understood the representative relation with all that it entailed of enforced passivity, is 

howw insistently they used the word 'spectator'  to refer  to intermediate bodies such as the 

'Sociedadd Patriotica' (Hebrard, 1998:213). 

Throughh this insistent use what was expressed was an understanding of the sphere of 

Congresss as the sole legitimate domain where, to the exclusion of all others, public opinion may 

bee "revealed, fashioned and finally established"  (ibid:225). As Veronique Hebrard puts it, such a 

'logicc of absolute representation' presupposes that Congress be "incommunicated,"  i.e., isolated 

fromm 'Society'. Citizens are, in other  words, urged to become passive 'spectators' of the sphere of 

Congresss yet in no way are they to influence its decisions. Insofar  as they emanate from the 

nation'ss sole representative body, as the outcome of the deliberations among its members, such 

decisionss will necessarily be consistent with the 'general interest'. Needless to say, in so 

uncompromisinglyy opposing itself to the "power  of opinion"  (ibid:215),"  the 'logic of absolute 

representation''  necessarily introduces a radical demarcation between the audience and the 

politicall  stage without which no representative relation may be said to come about. As for  how 

thingss should go on in each side of the divide, this is what Geofrey Bennington has to say on the 

basiss of Lyotard' s notions about the theater  as the "paradigm"  for  all kinds of representation, 

includingg the political: 
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conventionss of various sorts govern what goes on on either  side of the line: in principle 

thee spectator  sits still and silently in the dark, the actors move, talk and gesticulate in 

brightt  light (1988:11 - my emphasis). 

Suchh a theatrical paradigm is itself highly consistent with what both Roscio and Sanz's thought 

aboutt  the nature of political representation. Conceived by them as a sealed domain where a body 

off  representatives acted out and actively represented 'inside' the interests and aspirations of the 

passsivee society 'outside,'  such a political sphere could not but assume in their  writing s all the 

trappingss of the theater. 

Itt  is perhaps in the context of the rigidl y enforced demarcation between actors and 

spectatorss that one can better  assess the significance of some of the measures that were enshrined 

inn the First Venezuelan Constitution. Thus, if the goal of the drafters was to set-up the sphere of 

politicall  representation as a secluded domain, tightly demarcated from the wider  outside 'society', 

whatt  better  way of doing this than to restrict the franchise so that only those adult males 

possessingg some rent or  property could choose their  representatives (Sosa de Leon, 1992:44)? 

Another,, complementary way of achieving this goal was by legislating the very identities of those 

sociall  actors that were entitled to address Congress with their  demands. How to interpret the 

constitutionall  injunction that only individuals could petition Congress if not as a means of 

deprivingg all collective identities from any legitimacy in the sphere of political representation? 

Tacitlyy legislated out of existence in this official sphere by this and other  related injunctions, 

fromfrom  then on all collective manifestations were forced to express themselves outside the 

sanctionedd circuits of political expression and communication (Hebrard, 1998:220). 

Thee same may be said of the other  related measure according to which all intermediate 

institutionss were excluded from the terrain of political representation as a domain where, at least 

officially ,, the only dealings that were deemed legitimate were those connecting each discreet 

individuall  and his chosen representatives (ibid). Or  the other  constitutional article, aimed at 

limitin gg or  even banning all popular  gatherings with the excuse that those occasions easily 

degeneratedd in riots. Adamantly opposed by at least one deputy from the Sociedad Patriotica, this 

articlee legally restricted all collective political debate to the regulated exchange among the 

representativess in Congress (ibid:221). 
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Ass I have argued at some length, all of these measures of course arose in response to 

somee quite urgent political events and concerns. What interests me now, however, is their 

possiblee significance in light of the theatrical paradigm that I have been proposing as a means to 

understandd the formation of a certain political imaginary in Venezuela since Independence. That 

is,, even if it is ultimately impossible to separate the two my concern here is not with these 

measures''  more obvious pragmatic motivations and contexts but with the kind of impact, if any, 

thatt  they might have had in the long-term Venezuelan theatricalization of the political. If, as I 

havee suggested, the republican sphere of political representation was from the beginning set up as 

aa theatrical space, the question now is to know if and in which ways these measures contributed 

too this space's syntactic articulation. 

Inn this connection the first  thing to notice is that much as with the foyer  in the theater  the 

overalll  effect of the constitutional clauses discussed above was to regulate access to the scene of 

politicall  representation. Before unpacking this analogy, I need to expand briefly on the 

significancee that the foyer's Hminalit y has for  the constitution of theatrical space. On the basis of 

Lyotard' ss ideas, I alluded before to this transitional domain as the site where a preliminar y 

demarcationn between those allowed into the space of the theater  and those barred at the entrance 

iss carried out. But the foyer  is also the site of a further  demarcation: the category of possible 

spectatorss is also here broken down into further  subdivisions according to the price-range of the 

availablee tickets so that all those purchasing the same-priced tickets become lumped into the 

samee viewing category. Since, however, the ticket-mechanism also defines spectatorship in 

strictl yy individualisti c terms, its purchase may be said to be a Janus-faced affair. Much as in 

Foucault'ss analysis of forms of governmentality, purchasing a ticket is an act with both 

individualizin gg and totalizing effects: it both constitutes the isolated individual as the legitimate 

spectatorr  of the spectacle about to unfold in the stage and assigns this spectator  to a "social" 

categoryy constructed according to strictly crematistic criteria. 

Onee may, then, say that the foyer  is a site charged with far-reaching transformative 

powers.. Withi n its premises economic criteri a are used to constitute the body of authorized 

spectatorss as an internally differentiated and hierarchically ordered totality composed of isolated 

individuals.. In some respects it may be said that such individuals are abstract, interchangeable 
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units,, each occupying their  own seats in the dark while watching the spectacle. The fact that from 

thee beginning they are assigned to one or  another  group of spectators within a hierarchy of such 

groupss means, however, that a principl e of ranking has been introduced among them. 

Thee final result of all the preceding moves is a highly compartmentalized "social order,"  a 

viewingg totality constituted along both hierarchical and egalitarian axes. From the beginning, the 

contrivedd 'society' assumes an eminently spatial existence: not only is the ticket-mechanism an 

individualizin gg and totalizing procedure but it also assigns the constituted entities to differential 

spatiall  locations in the audience. This differential allocation in turn results in a stratified spatial 

arrangementt  where the hierarchical status of any given group of spectators in relation to all the 

otherss is ultimately defined by the relative degrees of ocular  access which the members of this 

groupp have to the spectacle. Both narrowly mapping into each other, much as elsewhere also here 

aa close correspondence between social and spatial categories may be said to obtain. 

Somethingg similar  can be said of the franchise and the other  congressional measures 

enshrinedd in the text of the first  Venezuelan Constitution. Combined, all of these measures 

amountedd to a filter  which, much like the foyer  in the theater, screened in advance which public 

wouldd have access to the republican sphere of political representation against a wider  spectrum 

off  excluded possibilities. Also, not unlike what happens with the purchase of a theater  ticket, one 

mayy readily ascribe to these measures both individualizin g and totalizing consequences. Thus, 

whilee the franchise used income and property in order  to structure the space of the polity as an 

audiencee partitioned between a privileged group of spectators, placed near  to the political stage, 

andd all the rest who were assigned to the wings, the other  measures made sure that the basic units 

composingg this hierarchical space were a collection of isolated individuals. 

Fromm the perspective of the theatrical paradigm that I have been proposing, 

individualizationn is indeed the aggregate result of all those constitutional clauses which, to the 

exclusionn of every collective identities, addressed the individual as the sole legitimate political 

subject.. If not explicitly then at least by default their  totalizing effects were not, however, 

negligible.. Banning all collective political expressions from public spaces effectively left 

Congresss as the single, exclusive site where the everyday practice of politics could be 

legitimatelyy pursued. Everywhere else, politics was to be restricted to the periodic elections 
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celebratedd to renew the body of representatives by means of a two-tiered electoral system. 

Organizedd around the telos of political representation, these were intrinsically episodic events 

expectedd to dissipate as soon as their intended goal was accomplished. But beyond these discreet 

occasions,, as an inherently collective endeavor politics was to be rigorously enclosed within the 

sealedd and secluded domain of Congress; at least ideally, confined to this representational sphere 

thee practice of politics would hopefully assume the neat, civilized appearance of a series of 

regulatedd exchanges among a discreet group of representatives. 

Al ll  this investment in establishing a legitimate public for the republican spectacle, 

rigorouslyrigorously set-off from all that was left on the 'outside', of course follows from the fact that in the 

absencee of such neat 'inside/outside' demarcations any form of representation is strictly 

unthinkable.. The moment that politics is conceived as an exercise in delegation whereby the very 

identity,, interests and aspirations of a passive 'society' are voiced by a group of chosen 

representativess we have entered the space of the theater. Only from within the walls of such an 

enclosedd theatrical space can anyone claim to be representing anything. This is so because for 

anythingg like re-presentation to take place the represented entities or realities must be absent here 

andd now while present in some other elsewhere, the status of which in the Venezuelan case 

remainss to be specified. All of which is to say that the inherent theatricality of representation 

thrivess on absence and transcendence. Commenting on this author's understanding of the nature 

off  representation, Bennington argues that for Lyotard such a theatricality is 

fundamentallyy religious. What is represented on stage is an absence. The privilege of that 

absencee (the various names of which Lyotard often distinguishes with an initial capital: 

Exteriority,, Zero, Other, Signifier, to mark that the power given them by their very 

positionposition is that of transcendence) is ensured by its being placed out of reach, beyond 

representationn as posited within representation. By this transcendence, theatricality 

enforcess its own closure, through the entirely negative excellence it confers on what it 

situatess outside itself. Representation is an enclosure built on the strength of an exclusion; 

itt is a 'mise en exteriorité a 1'interieur', a placing outside which takes place inside (which 

constitutess the inside). Whatever name is given to the absence just positioned, it is 



theologicall  by virtue of that very position (ibid: 13-14). 

Hencee the moderate republicans' emphasis on building into the very text of the first 

constitutionall  text a whole system of inclusions and exclusions, the importance of which for 

settingg up the sphere of political representation as such a theatrical enclosure hedged by a 

transcendentt  exteriority cannot be overestimated. In saying this I still have not, however, clarified 

whichh were the sorts of entities that were placed outside in order  for  them to be re-presented 

withinn the enclosed space of the republican theater. Nor  have I accounted either  for  the 

willingnesss and disposition of the audience within such a theater  to take at face value the 

representativee claims of their  delegates gesticulating for  them on the stage. What, in other  words, 

wass it that made these delegate's claims not just plausible but compelling to their  audience? 

Al ll  the preceding questions need to be carefully unpacked so as to avoid any possible 

confussions.. To begin with, two things must be readily realized. First, that not all the excluded 

realitiess or  entities were similarly targeted for  representation; for  some, their  exclusion amounted 

too a form of non-recognition. Second, not only was it the case that some of these "realities" 

resistedd representation but, what is even more crucial, the entire representative machinery may be 

saidd to have been set-up in order  to domesticate such resistance. I will return to this crucial issue 

shortly.. For  now, concerning the first  point it suffices to recall what I have already said regarding 

suchh collective entities as the corporate groups from the colony or  the post-colonial crowds that, 

att  the time, were pressing hard to gain access to the republican polity. 

Whil ee both corporate groups and crowds were most emphatically barred from the space 

off  political representation this was not done, however, for  any representative purposes but in 

orderr  to legislate these two entities out of existence. Such would be the case even if, as I will 

argue,, at least in the case of the crowds the universalizing impulse of the republican theater  was 

itselff  a means of coming to terms with these crowds' very existence and, what is more, in a 

backhandedd way of actually representing them. In other  words, the very insistence with which the 

republicann polity proclaimed the abstract, universal rights of an exchangeable individual was, 

amongg other  things, a means of both addressing and representing the inescapable reality of the 

post-coloniall  crowds. Bent at the time on filling-up  like some abstract, homogeneous substance 

everyy space left vacant by the monarchy, much like the emergent individual of bourgeois 
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ideologyy these masses evaded like the plague any and all particularisti c ascriptions. But I will 

alsoo return to this in a moment. 

Forr  now I must focus on those transcendent realities that the republican stage did 

explicitlyy seek to represent and on the means that it used for  rendering them both plausible and 

compellingg to the audience. On one level, the answer  should be by know obvious: it was the 

wholee nation as an entity composed of discreet, isolated individuals which the republican stage 

wass bent on putting on stage. Not, then, any corporate groups, or, even less, the threatening 

crowdss outside but the modern bourgeois nation along with the interests and aspirations of its 

individuall  members is what, at least explicitly, the republican theater  set out to represent. 

Onn another  level, the question is rather  more complicated however  since it is not just fact 

butt  value which, crucially, the representatives also sought to re-present by means of their  very 

ownn bodies, discreet gestures and overall performance. Not just, then, the nation as an objective 

entityy but also the lofty laws of the republic as the virtuous instance on which this very 

objectivityy was itself contingent. And since, as has been argued, to represent these laws they had 

too be put on stage through the very bodies of the republican deputies, the only way for  them to 

becomee lovable, it may be said that through such representation the deputies were crucially also 

representingg themselves as such a virtuous embodiment. For  the most part this, and littl e else, 

wass what assuming the virtuous figure of the republican tribune on stage was ultimately all 

about.. In publically adopting such a figure the Venezuelan representatives effectively turned their 

ownn visible bodily gestures and overall appearance into the reflecting surface where the laws of 

thee republic most exemplarily shone. To watch the republican tribunes perform in the stage of the 

polity,, wherever  that may be, was, therefore, nothing less than to engage in an absorbed 

contemplationn of the virtuous laws of the republic. And, whether  or  not the turn of events would 

eventuallyy bear  out their  expectations, at least in principl e according to the early republicans such 

ann absorbed contemplation was charged with the most momentous consequences. 

Thiss "tric k of the mirror "  has a long genealogy in the West dating back as far  as Plato and 

hiss ruminations on how to bring about a fair  and just republic. As Lacoue-Labarthe has subtly 

andd trenchantly argued in a superb essay on the subversive powers of mimesis, such a trick is a 

hegemonicc ploy largely accounting for  the ability which dominant representations have of 
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(temporarily )) seducing an audience. To paraphrase what is indeed an exceedingly subtle and 

complexx argument that I will address at a greater  length in the next chapter, one may say that 

suchh a 'trick 1 consists of pretending to render  visible through representation not only the 

unrepresentablee but, moreover, that which by its very nature stubbornly resists representation. 

Sincee what is at stake in such mirrorin g is nothing less than 'truth ' and the 'ideal', another 

wayy of describing this 'trick ' is as a means of 'installing' ideality through representation thereby 

wrestingg it away from the disinstalling powers of an originary mimesis (Lacoue-Labarthe, 

1989:87-90).. Indeed, ever  since 'truth ' has been understood as 'installation' the rhetoric of the 

monumentt  has thoroughly infiltrate d a wide range of discursive genres from the political to the 

philosophicall  (ibid:67-73,78). Popularized by the Enlightenment in the course of its mimetic 

strugglee to define itself vis-a-vis the paradigmatic claims of antiquity, the quintessential̂  

'modern''  trope of truth as a statue about to be unveiled continues to recur  in a wide range of 

theoreticall  and artistic productions (ibid: 80). So that no matter  how exotic they might appear  to 

thee unacquainted gaze, in their  resolve to become living, exemplary monuments the Caribbean 

notabless prove themselves to be nothing less than thoroughly modern. Perhaps a modernity gone 

haywiree at the margins (this possibility will be explored in the next chapter), but a modernity 

nonetheless.. I should add that whoever  says installation through representation is talking about 

thee theater  since it would only be through some kind of theatrical spectacularization that that 

whichh is irreducibl y absent may be said to be rendered present in the stage for an audience. 

Onee may very well wonder  how any mirro r  could possibly accomplish such a wondrous 

effect.. At least according to Lacoue-Labarthe's reading, Plato's answer  to such query was: simply 

byy pointing. In the course of carrying-out any task such as, for  example, making a table, the 

demiurguee according to Plato keeps his mind fixed on the ideal model of which his future 

productt  will be the copy. His activity is, therefore, ruled by a form of contemplation akin to 

turnin gg a mirro r  in the right  direction towards the ideal so that the copy may adequately reflect it. 

Inn a world of appearances ruled by ceaseless change and decay, it is only through such specularity 

thatt  truth and the ideal may be properly, and, just as importantly , publicly installed (ibid:88-89). 

Itselff  amounting to a spectacularization or  theatricalization of the ideal, it is indeed for  a 

public'ss benefit that the entire operation of installing the 'ideal'  by rendering it visible is 
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ultimatelyy staged. This, of course, for  the straightforward reason that, as with any other  form of 

spectacularization,, the installation of the ideal as a visible, unchanging 'statue' presupposes that 

someonee is there to watch it; without such an audience the very notion of a spectacular 

installationn is, of course, meaningless. But, more crucially perhaps, the existence of an audience 

iss in turn the necessary condition enabling the 'ideal'  to persist as such an installed entity. With all 

thee dire consequences that this would entail, of which more in a moment, without this audience's 

continuous,, fervent adherence any temporary hold on a fallen reality that the 'ideal'  might once 

havee enjoyed would be lost. 

Thee question, then, arises of how to possibly keep such an intended audience glued to the 

spectacle.. Tackling this question demands that we once again enter  the space of the theater  since, 

ass might be suspected, it is not just to anyone but only for  a theatrically constituted audience for 

whomm the spectacle of the 'ideal'  might hold an enduring appeal. I interrupted my consideration 

off  the constitution of the Venezuelan bourgeois sphere of political representation as a theatrical 

spacee just when, by means of the franchise and other  filterin g mechanisms, such a theater  was 

demarcatedd from its constitutive 'outside'. As my comments also hopefully made clear, this initia l 

demarcationn ideally also brought about the transformation of a heterogeneously structured public 

intoo a collection of discreet spectators, each occupying his or  her  individual place across from the 

stagee occupied by the political spectacle. 

Crucial,, here, is to realize that the above transformation amounts to a form of discipline 

wherebyy more complex forms of agency are reduced to the single function of contemplation. It is 

onlyy for  an agent literall y stripped from all other  forms of agency and reduced to the status of a 

discreett  monad with a pair  of watching eyes that the spectacle of the 'ideal'  holds any enduring 

appeal.. Without such an immobilizing reduction the endlessly varied spectacle of the world 

wouldd indeed remain irresistible; it would be hard indeed to stop anyone from chasing after  this 

world' ss endless attractions. Now it is precisely this reduction of all subjects to the status of 

passivee spectators that the constitution of the public sphere as a theatrical audience sets out to 

accomplish. . 

Thiss for  the reason that only from such an immobilized spectatorial position can the 

"forc ee of the sublime,"  so celebrated by Roscio, take hold of every citizen turning hearts and 
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mindss upwards towards the ideal beaming in the republican stage (Castro Leiva, 1987:36). As we 

know,, in the state of nature men were constantly stirred by their  'bestial'  passions that propel 

themm in a ceaseless metonymie sliding from one object of desire to the next. A metonymie 

sliding,, I should add, that at least in the minds of both Sanz and Roscio's took the distinctly 

ominouss shape of the "democratic and egalitarian danger"  which, pervasive at the time, greatly 

threatenedd the republican experiment. If according, for  example, to Roscio there was a great 

contemporaryy need to develop in the individuals the taste for  the 'sublime' this was as a means of 

inducing g 

aa firm moderation of the aspirations (...) geared towards the contraction and regulation of 

thethe passions that run in the direction of egalitarian democracy (ibid:34). 

Nothing,, it would seem, more crucial at the time than such a 'sublime' orthopedic shrinkage 

consideringg that the prevailing "egalitarian exaltation"  harbored the possibility of 

libertyliberty as a state of license making itself (discursively) present and politically viable 

throughh the actions of the 'democrats, pardos and people of color'  (ibid:35). 

Whatt  in all of this was at stake, not only for  Sanz and Roscio but for  the entire republican 

establishmentt  that was emergent at the time, was nothing less than 

avoidingg the power, the attraction of the terror and the violence of the sans culottes, and 

off  stirrin g the emergent republic on the path of a liberal nationalism (ibid:66). 

Givenn the enormously high stakes it was, therefore, imperative to immobilize the general 

populationn and constitute them as spectators so that everyone's "natura l enthusiasm for  the 

sublime""  could be awakened and gratified by the "sublime force"  emanating from the republican 

exemplarss in the stage above (ibid). 

Itt  was only from such a spectatorial subject position that it was at all possible to acquire 

thee taste for  the transcendent capable of liftin g everyone away from their  brutish and 'licentious' 
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circumstancess into the realm of the ideal where republican 'freedom' shone, always of course 

lovinglyy (and carefully) framed by the virtuous laws of the republic. In other words, for reasons 

thatt wil l become clearer shortly it was precisely such an spectator that could develop the requisite 

attachmentt to those 'laws' and that 'freedom' which the republican tribunes so eloquently 

embodiedd in the political stage. All of which is, of course, to say that it was through the public's 

imitationn of these exemplary 'tribunes' by means of a passive form of contemplation that the 

republicc could become properly installed in the hearts of its citizens. This only followed from the 

assumption, , 

"welll  known at the time (...) that the attachment to freedom could demand aesthetically 

stimulatingg sentimental canons (impressions, affects). That is to say, exemplifications 

thann can be emulated by all (ibid:36). 

Andd since the republican tribune was the most comprehensive paragon available of all the 

sentimentall  values on which the survival of the republic was itself contingent, it was through the 

absorbedd contemplation of this figure that such an "attachment" could be accomplished. 

SummarizingSummarizing the ideas of a late eighteenth century Spanish rhetorical treatise that can be 

regardedd as a compendium of values widely held at the time Castro Leiva states that the 

forcefulforceful brilliance of the sublime is always exposed to the light of the liveliest impression, 

Itss existential power resides in the objectivity (..) of its own emotional radiance. The 

'places'' or topos where that sublimity resides or where the pathetic is apprehended cannot 

bee denied. Whoever does not see that shine (...) is guilty of patriotic insensibility due to 

eitherr a feeble understanding or to ignorance (ibid:37). 

Inn short, it all came down in this republican pedagogy of desire to the stark terms of an 

oppositionn between, on the one hand, sharpness of vision which made everyone hospitable to the 

'ideal',, and, on the other, a deleterious "sentimental blindness" (ibid). As the Spanish tratadist put 

itt in ways that unequivocally foregrounded the centrality which this pedagogy assigned to vision 
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iff  some do not know the trul y sublime or  pathetic places, this is not due to any deficit in 

thee radiance with which they shine, but from the weakness of their  sight, that is, from 

theirr  littl e understanding and considerable ignorance (cited by Castro Leiva, 1987:37). 

Too cut short what otherwise risks becoming a very involved discussion, visuality was the 

preeminentt  terrain where the battle for  the hearts and minds of the republican citizens was 

waged.. Or, more precisely, where the right kind of mimesis could be elicited away from the "bad' 

formss of imitation, the wild mimetic play which ceaselessly disinstalled the 'ideal'  by means of a 

madd circulation of replicas harboring violence. Understood as passive contemplation, visuality on 

thee other  hand, guaranteed that the virtuous laws of the republic were properly installed in the 

heartss and minds of the citizens by means of a descending play of reflections: first,/rem the 

transcendentt  realm of the ideal, harboring the laws of the republic, to the republican tribune as 

thee reflecting mirro r  through which these ideal laws shone in the stage of the republic; and, then, 

fromfrom these tribunes to the spectators/citizens passively reflecting and lovingly treasuring in the 

innerr  sanctum of their  private selves the virtuous laws of the republican polity. 

Inn all of this, nothing but the most seamless passage from the ideal to its final reflection in 

thee souls of the citizens was acceptable. And for  this, as I have suggested before, nothing better 

thann to reduce all forms of agency to passive contemplation. Only such passivity, along with the 

privilegee that sight affords to presence, could seemingly guarantee that the virtuous laws of the 

republicc were replicated without distortions in the souls of the citizens. As a form of agency that 

amountss to the negation of all agency only reflection, or  its psychological equivalent, passive 

spectatorshipp could guarantee the seamless, arrow-lik e passage from the ideal to the real. This 

wholee calculus followed from the centrality which the early republicans assigned to the 

"imitation ""  of "authoritie s and examples"  in human behavior  (ibid:33). Given this centrality, 

itt  was all a matter  of guaranteeing that only the right kinds of "authorities"  and "examples"  were 

adoptedd by means of the right kind of imitation. And, for  this to happen, nothing was seemingly 

moree reliable than imitation through visual reflection. That is to say, by a mimetic means in 

whichh the activity of the mime was all but abolished, agency being reduced to the status of 

passivee reflection. As the moderate republicans both knew and feared from the dangerous 

mimesiss that the crowds were unleashing at the time, every other  form of imitation could only 
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disinstalll  the ideal form of the republic and, with it, every conceivable forms of social order. It 

wass therefore necessary to turn the 'mime' into a mirror  or, what in this case amounts to the same, 

intoo a passive spectator  of the republican political spectacle. This, I argue, was precisely what 

constitutingg the sphere of political representation as a theatrical space was ultimately all about. I 

wil ll  end this chapter  with this canny attempt on the part of the moderate republicans to take the 

edgee away from the masses dangerous democracy by setting up a sphere of delegation at least one 

stepp removed from the prevailing turbulence. I will evaluate this attempt's degree of success in 

thee next chapter. For  now I leave you with the republican theater  of political representation barely 

installedd on the eve of the revolution that soon would engulf everyone. 


